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Abstract
Experimental procedures and results from ice indentat ion programs con-
ducted by Mobil Oil Canada at Pond Inlet (1984) and by Memorial Uni-
versity of Newfoundland on Hobson's Choice Ice Island (1989) are detailed.
Both field programs utilized a hydrau lically powered servo-controlled inden-
tation system with a series of spherical and flat indenters. Nominal contact
areas in the experiments ranged from 0.02 m' to 3.0 m' . The most signifi-
cant observation in the testing programs was the development of a dynamic
load-ti me trace, Le., ice-induced vibrati ons, with frequencies in the area of
30 Hz. Alternate pulverization of ice and clearing (extrusion) of crushed ice
products from the impact zone is suggested as the primary mechanism for
the observed dynamics, consistent with previous research.
The Pond Inlet and lee Island data sets are examined with emphasis on
the behavior of crushed ice during the extrusion cycle and its importance
to the overall dynamic procev, including crushed ice layer thickness, impact
area reduction by spalling, and dynami c response spectra . Crushed ice layer
thickness is observed to vary across the impact zone and, together with highly
variant local pressures, suggests that crushing and extrusion takes place in
localized areas. These high pressure zones, or "hot spots", vary both spat ially
and temporall y and make it difficult to infer a pressure distribution II.CroS9the
entire impact zone. Rath er, the impact area may be thought of as a collect ion
of small hot-spots (high pressure zones) linked by a matrix of highly damaged
or pu lverized ice under low pressure.
Loads and pressures observed in the experiments are simulated by trea ti ng
crushed ice as an incompressible linear viscous fluid during the ext rusion
cycle. ' Simulation of load and central pressure for a spherical patch loading
case is discussed in greatest detail and a body of data is developed for an
indentation test which exhibited dynam ic behavior in both load and central
pressure. Examples oCa two-dimensional incremental analysis Cor irregular
crushed ice layer thickness profiles and extrusion over a three-dimensional
ellipt ical contact zone are also presented.
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· Chapter 1
Introduction and Scope
Economical developm ent of the offshore resources of ar ctic and sub-arctic
regions is one of the greatest engineering challenges of recent t imes. Frigid
tempe ratures coupled with ice in its many form e makes the arcti c one of t he
harshest environments for offshore act ivity. Impact of lee has been recog-
nized as an important loading conditi on on arctic offshore facilities since t he
first such st ructu re was comm issioned in Cook Inlet, Alaska in the 1960's.
Since that time, offsh ore petro leum d iscoveries in th e Cana dian arct ic and
east coast have led to an increased interest in the loa ds genere'ed by the
intera ct ion of ice and st ruct ure.
Ice toads on an offshore st ructure make take numer ous forme. An ice
sheet may fail in pur e crushing, flexure, buckling, splitting, or a combinatio n
of t hese mo des. Highest ice leeds are generally m a nifested thr ough pure
crushing or pulverization of th e ice sheet into a mass of very small discrete
particles near the contact zone. The actu al failure mode experienced in
an ice-st ru ct ure int er action is directl y related to the propertie s of t he ice
sheet and the physical charaeterlst ics of the structure itseJr. For example,
an ice feature whichim pacts a vertical circular cylindrical pier at high speed
typically fails in the crushing mode, whereas a sloping or COnical indenter
instigates bending failure (result ing in comparatively lower loads).
Arct ic engineering experience has shown that interactions of ice features
with offshore structures are often accompanied by regular str uctural vi-
bratio ns. Known as "ice-induced vibrat ions", this dynamic behaviour was
prevalent dur ing extended periods of crushing failure and was not consid-
ered threatening to overall st ructural stability . The actua l extent and effects
of full-scale ice-induced vibrations were clearly demonstrated in practice in
1986, when the Molikpaq Mobile Arctic Caisson (MAC) experienced severe
vibrat ions under the impact of a large ice floe Crushing failure against the
near-vertical sides of the MAC created an extended per iod of severe vibra-
tions and caused a portion of the sand core of the Molikpaq to liquefy. Struc-
tur al stabili ty was compromised by a corresponding loss of lateral strength.
The Motikpaqincide nt Illustrated the import anceof ice-induced vibra' : ~ns
in the design and operation of arctic offshore facilities. Dynamic, not sta tic,
loads were recognized as potent ially critical in ice-struct ure interactions and
may even represent th e design loading condition. Newexperiment alprograms
were designed and ex isting data sets reassessed in order to shed light on
the ice crushing process and its role in the observed dynamics. Although
small-scale laboratory investigations are very important in t his regard, the
tendency for icepressures and loads to decrease with increasing contact area,
known as the scale effect, hamp ers extrapolation of these results to full-
scale interactlcns, On the othe r hand, full-scale measurement pro grams are
expensive and difficult to co-ord inate from a research perspecti ve.
In 1984, an ambit ious field progra m was commissioned by t he Hibernia
Joint Ventu re Participants led by Mobil Oil Cana da as operator. A series of
high-speed ice indentati on test s were performed under controlled conditions
on a grounded iceberg near the village of Pond Inlet , Baffin Island in the
Northwest Teeritoeies, Canada. The experiments were originally designed to
specify design crite ria. for pot entia l iceberg impacts with product ion etruc-
tures in the Hibernia field and to investigate th e phenomenon of scale effect.
Contact areas in the test series ranged from 0.02 m2 to 3.0 m2, such that the
experiments may be considered "medium-scale'lindentat lcn tests , as opp osed
to laboratory (ice tank ) experim ents or full-scale (Molikpaq)studies . One of
the most inter esting results from the Pond Inlet field program was the pres-
ence of very regular vibration s in the high-speed ice impacts, accompanied
by the pulverization of ice into a peaty mass of crushed particl es. In light
of the dynamic activity observed on the Mofikpaq, these results represent an
excellent data set for the anal ysis of ice-structur e inte raction. Another series
of indentation test s was perform ed by MobilOil Canada in 1986 on multiyear
ice in the Canadian Arctic, bu t the results are proprietary.
In 1987, Mobil Oil Canad a Prop erties, on behalf of the Hibernia Joint
Venture Participants, donated the ice indenta tion system used in the Pond
Inlet experiments to Memorial Un iversity of Newfoundland. At the same
time, the results of the zcnd Inlet tes t series were released to the Ocean
Engineering Research Centre, Memorial University of Newfoundland, on a
confidential basis. Direct access to both the indentation equipment and the
results of the Pond Inlet test series enabled Memorial University to furth er
investigate ice-induced vibrations. A new ice indentation field p rogram, held
on "Hobson's Choice" Ice Islan d in the Canadian Arctic Ocean in the spring
of 1989, was conceived to complement the Pond Inlet dat a set. T he behaviour
of crushed ice and lte role in the development of st ructural vibrations was
identified as the thrust oC the research program.
Details of the medium-scale ice indentation experiments conducted on the
Ice Island (1989) and in Pond Inlet (1984) are presented herein. Ernphesis
i!lplaced on Memorial Univers ity's Ice Island program Crom a planning and
logistical viewpoint, though the Pond Inlet data set is more complete and
better suited to modelling. Crushed ice, which plays a crit ical role in the
observed dynamics of the high-speed teste, is investigated in detail. Salient
feat ures of the indem stion zone and observations of load and pressure are
utili zed in modelling the th in layer of crushed ice as a viscous material.
Specifically, the scope of this work may be categorized as follows:
1. Literatu re surveyof field observations of ice-ind uced vibrations, includ-
ing recent ice failure th eories and the behaviour of crushed iceproducts.
2. Descr iption of medium -scale ice indentation expe riments performed in
Pond Inlet (Mobil Oil Canada., 1984) and on Hobson's Choice Ice b-
land (Memoria l University and others, 1989); presentaHon of the major
findings of both testing programs.
3. General analysis of the inde ntation experiments with an emphasis on
observatioos ofcrushed icebehaviour, impact area reduct ion by spalling,
and dynamic characteristics.
4. Simulation of observed loads and pressures based on the treatment of
crushed ice as a linear visCQUSmaterial.
5. Discussion or major findings and recommenda tions for further research
and analysis.
Ultimately, this work is intended to contribute to the development of
practical , manageable ice load models for dC!lign purposes.
Chapter 2
Ice-Induced V ibration of
Structures
A general consensus exists in the ice engineering community regarding the
dynamic activity that often accompanies ice-structure interactio ns. Cyclic
variations in ice load are attributable to crushing of ice against a structure
followed by extrusion of the crushed ice product s from the impact zone 8.l:I
the indenter (or the ice) advances. This process has been observed in both
field and laboratory programs and is the subject of a considerable body of
resear ch.
The mechanics of ice-structure interaction are undeniably complex and
the actual process of ice crushing has yet to be resolved. Extensive micro -
cracking of ice under load is an important factor in complete pu lverization.
while the behaviour of the crushed ice products governs, in part , the obser ved
dynamics.
2.1 F ield Observations
2.1. 1 Bridge Piers
Incidents of ice damage to bridge piers in Russia have been documented
since the lat e nineteenth century (Korzhavin, 1962) while the first Canadian
reports of such damage involved a. bridge in Quebec (Leonard , 1898). Since
then, numerous research programs have generated a considerable amount of
data. on the interaction of ice with both rigid and flexible bridge piers. A
general trend resulted from large-scale bridge pier observations: actual ice
loads were much less than those prescribed by relevant design codes and
standards.
An indepth program of ice force data. collection from rivers in Alberta
was initiated in 1967 by the Transportation and Surface Water Engineering
Department of the Alberta Research. Council and represents one of the most
complete data sets of this type. Although data. collection was spa rse on most
of these bridges, recorded ice pressures were much legs than design code
specifications. Two bridges monitored during the program , at Hondo on the
Athabasca River and Pembridge on the Pembina River, yielded detailed and
impo rtant information on the dynamic nature of ice failure by crushing.
Vibrat ions induced by ice crush ing were evident th roughout the Hondo
Bridge field program, altho ugh most ice failures were by bending, splitting
or some combination of these processes. It has been clear ly demonstrated
that the dynamics observed at the Hondo site are not related to the natura!
frequency of the pier-load cell mechanical system. The significant frequencies
of the ice- induced oscillations were in the range of 15-20Hz, while th e natural
frequency of the pier-load cell system was initial ly reported as 100Hz (Sanden
and Neill, 1968) and re-evaluated as 57 Hz (Gordon and Montgomery, 1981).
Either estimate precludes resonant effects. The massive bridge piers werealso
very st iff, such that the observed vibration frequencies may be attributed to
the failure of the ice alone.
The Pembridge measurement system consisted of a specially constructed
vertical steel pile with a fundamental frequency in the range of 12-14 Hz
(Gordon and Montgomery, 1981). It has been demonstrated that ice-induced
oscillations at Pembridge may have significant frequency components in the
5-30 Hz range, resulting in magnification of those frequencies in the 12-14Hz
range (Michel. 1978). Typica l load-time traces for events at both Hondo and
Pembridge are presented in Figure 2.1 and the dynamic featu res are clearly
evident.
2.1.2 Lightpiers and Navigational Aid s
The vibr atory effects of ice interaction have been well-documented from the
experience of navigational aids such as lighthouses and channel markers in
Nort h America and, to a greater extent, in Northern Europe. T hese str uc-
tures may be thought of as vertical indenting piers cant ilevered from the
seabed. Global wave and ice loads are minimized by employing a small di-
amete r at the wate r-plane, but the narrow diamete r generally results in the
crushing failure of ice. The cantileve r design of many of the st ructures fecil .
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Figure 2.1: Load-time Records for Hondo and Pembridge Bridge Pier Ice-
Struc ture Interactions (Gordon and Mon tgomtry, 1981).
itates resonant vibrations unde r the conti nuous attack of a la rge ice sheet or
the impact shock of a.discrete ice featu re. Accelerations asso ciated with t he
vibrations are usually grea test near the top of th e struct ure and may affect
the performance of lantern equ ipment or create an uncomfortable working
environmen t on manned lightpiers.
Numerous navigational aids have been insta lled in the norther n Baltic .
including lighthouses, lightpiera (somewhat smaller than lighthouses), and
channel markers. A typ ical st ructure is illustrated in Figure 2.2. Extreme
vibrations were observed by service personnel on the Ncrst rcrnsgrund light ·
ho use in the Gulf of Bot hnia u nder the act ion of drift ing ice. A struc tural
de fect W M nrst suggeste d as t he cause of the severe shaking, but sub sequent
analysis indicated that the fa.cility was resonati ng as it cut through the ice
sheet (Engetbrekhon, 1977). Similarly, severe vibrat ions wereobserved in t he
Kemi I lighthouse, a tub ular stee l pile dri ven into the seabed in th e northe rn
Gulf of Bothni a, under the at tack of even very thin ice sheets. T he struc-
ture eventually collapsed in th e spring of 1974 during its first operational
season , most likely the result of an impact with a pressure ridge (Miittinen,
1977 and 1975 ). The original Kemi I was replaced with a bottom -founded
concrete-caisson tower equipped with a variety of instr uments to further in-
vestigate ice-str ucture interacti ons.
2.1.3 Offshore Structures
Petroleu m exp loration in arctic and sub -arctic environments is a relatively
recent endeavou r. Examples of ice-indu ced vibration on full-sca le offshore
10
Figure 2.2: Typical Offshore Navigational Structure (Danys, 1977) .
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structures ar e therefore limited hut demonstrate the importance of dynamic
ice loads in de sign. Peyton (1966, 1968) report ed vibrat ions associated with
the crushing failure of ice against the circula r legs of drilling platforms in
Cook Inlet, Alaska. Vibration frequency was in the range of 1·10 Hz. Sub-
seq uent ana lys is of Cook Inlet ice force data. by Blenkarn (l!J70) confirmed
t his so-called "rat cheving" behav iour but disputed Pe yton's cla im t hat ice
exhi bits a. clearly-defined failure frequency of approximatel y 1 Hz.
Field meas urements of dynam ic ice loading Oil a. six-legged, steel jacket
platform in the Be- hal Gulf. northe rn China., were reported by Jizu (1981).
Th e platform, used for accommodations and miscellaneous equ ipment , Wa.'I
". . •shaken violently" by drifting ice in the area. A representative ice-induced
vibration frequency of approximately 2 Hz wa.a observed. During the event,
a nearby Bare jacket collepeed, late r a ttribut ed to a piling failure below the
mudline (J a nbu et 3.1., 1983).
A series of indenta.tio n test s were performed on freshwater lake ice in the
late 1970's /1..9 reported by Kry et 801. (1978 ). A 1.2 meter diameter semi-
cylindrical indenter was used to penetra te 250 rom thick ice sheets on Eagle
Lake, Alberte , In th e higher velocity test s (penetration retes approaching
10 mm/ s) , a dynamic response was observed during failure modes termed
"ductile fla king" and "brittle Baking". The brittle flaking process yielded
smaller fragments of ice and lower peak stresses than ductil e flaking and
12
occurred exclusively in the high-speed tests.
Pilkington et al. (1983) described an ice instrumentation system ern-
ployed on the vertical-sided Tarsiut caisson-retained art ificial islands in the
landlast ice zone of the Canadian Beaufort Sea. Significant load tranemis-
sions throug h the ice rubble fieldsurrounding the st ructure were observed.
High-speed crushing olice against t he structu re or significant dynamic activ-
ity were no t reported. Full-scaleimpac t experiments were conducted at Hans
Islan d in t he Ken nedy Chan nel west of Gree nland in 1980, 1981 and 1983.
Deceleration ofice floesimpactin g t he small is land were recorded and used to
determine the glob al iccforces and p ressures (M etge et el. 1981; Danielewicz
a nd Blanchet, 1988). Although force variations were observed , the interac-
tio ns were complex and exhi bited several mo des of fa ilure. The Ham Island
tes t series was a la ndmark in the developmen t of new design methodologies
for arctic structure s, illustrating t hat full-scale global ice loads weregenerally
less than 1 MPa.
The most dramatic example of ice-induced vibration is t hat of the Mo-
likpaqMobile Arctic Caisson (MAC) , deployed at t he Amau ligak 1-65 site
in the Ca nadian Beaufort Sea. While cut ting thro ugh a 2 km! ice floe on
April 12, 1986, crus hing fa ilure agains, t he near-vertical sides of t he MAC
created an extended period ofsevere vibranons. A po rtion of the sand coreof
the Motikpaq lique fiedand the lateral stability of t he structure wasseriously
comprom ised. A complete descript ion ofthe Molikpaq and a detailed account
of the ice loading event is given by J efferies and Wright (Hl88). Of par t icular
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interest in this event was the evidenceof a "phase lock" phenomena, a series
of non-simultaneous failure events which synchronize in ti me to produce very
regular cyclic load varia tions across the entire contact width.
2.2 Damage and the Ice Crushing Process
It is evident from the previous discussion that the dynamic s associated with
ice-structure interu:tions are most pronounced when ice fails in the crush-
ing mode. The ice cr ushing process is complex and much theoretical anc'
experimental work has been undertaken to study the processes that cause
crushing failure . Progressive degradation of ice under load may be termed
"damage", an d analysis of the physical behaviour of the resulting damaged
material is known as "continuum damage mechanics", a relatively new area
of research. Damage mechanics has been recognized as one of the most en-
couraging method e of analysis of the ice crushing process,
Rheologically, ice may be considered an elastic, creeping solid, yet its pro-
nounced britt.leeess results in a propensity to fractu re under load. This be-
haviour tends to dom inate the ever-present cree p, particu larly during raoid
indentation (high strain rates) . Triaxial compression testing is one of the
most important laboratory tests for ice and has yielded interesting and im-
portant results as to the behaviourof ice under load, e.g., Jones (1982). This
approach was furthe red hy Stone et al. (198B) in the analysis of a series of
triaxial compression experiments which utilized the deg radation of Young's
Crushed Ice Layer
~~.,?----
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Cracked ice
Partly Damaged
~
Undamaged Ice
Figure 2.3: Idealization of Shear Damage (in Plan) for Freshwater Iudenta-
tlon Test (Jordaan and Timeo, 1988).
Modu lus as an assessment of d vmege.
Microcracks as damage were analyzed by Jordaan and T irnco (1988) based
on ice sheet inden tat ion experiments reported by 'I'i mcc (1986 ). Under com -
pressive states of stress with moderat e confining pressures, damage results
in a zone of crushed ice near the indenter and a network or very fine micro-
cracks further back within the relatively intact ice. An idealization of the
process presented by Jordaan and Timeo (1988) is reproduced in Figure 2.3
and suggests tha t t he cracks follow the lines of maximum shear . Jordaan an d
Timeo (1988) adopte d a definit ion of <...magewhereby pulverizat ion results
from a degradation of the shear modulus.
As the load progreeeee during indentat ion, microcracks coalesce to form
discrete ice particles which may then move with respect to each other . The
product of this progressive degradation is crushed ice and behaves in a man-
ner dist inctly different from tha t of the virgin material . Crushed tee is
squeezed out or extruded from the contact zone as the indenter (or ice sheet)
advances. The load build s up once again until a new zone of damaged ice
pulverizes. In general, a dynami c force cycle in a high-speed inden tation is
char acterized by a gradual increase in load followed by localized failure of the
ice mass, resulting in a sudden drop in load. The load gradually increases
again dur ing clearing of the crushed ice produ cts until the load is sufficient
to pulverize 3. new zone, and the cycle repeats . Thi s activity is characterized
by the classic sawtooth response of Figure 2.4. The very steep load drop
is typical of rigid indenters , i.e., elastic rebound of both indenter and ice is
insignificant and clearing of crushed ice particles occurs as the toad increases
(Jordaan and Timco, 1988). If contact area increases during the indentation,
a steady increase in load is also observed.
It is important to note that crushed ice may not remain a mass of discrete
particles during the interaction . It has been recently suggested that sintering
or solidification may occur within the crushed ice zones, yielding a material
capab le of suppor ting very high loads. Under high pressures developed in
indentation, this material may be considered as a fluid with very high vis-
cosity. An understanding of the behaviour of the crushed ice cont inuum is
important in any analysis of high-speed indenta tion.
1G
~tion RebO~& Extrusion~·~n
Increasing Contact Area
~~
ConstantContaC1 Area
Time
Figure 2.4 : Typi cGl "Sa.wt ooth" Dynamic Response for a Rigid Inden ter.
2. 3 Crushed Ice B ehaviour
Crushed ice as a viscous materi ..i was proposed by Kheisin and Cherepanov
(1970) in t he analysis of th e damaged zone developed in drop-ball ice impact
experiments. Hemispherical indenter s with mass up to 300 kg were imp acted
on a freshwater ice cover at velocities up to 6 m/ s. TLe result ing shattered
ice mat erial , descri bed as pasty or powdery , developed in a t hin int ermediat e
layer bet ween the indentor and t he intact ice mass . A distinct int erface ex-
isted bet ween this zone of crushed ice and the less damaged intact ice below.
T hese result s suggested t hat high-speed impacts gen erate a disti nct ,locaJi zed
zone of pulverized ice wit h submicr oe-oplc ice par ticl es acting as a lubricer-t
for the ma trix of larger crush ed ice part icles. Following the forma.tion of the
crushed ice layer, the advancing indenter causes fur ther damage an d the ex -
t rusion of this crushed ice layer. Kheisin and Cherepanov (1970) suggested
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modelling the crushed ice layer ... . . as a very viscous Newtonian liquid" and
this approach was later adopted by Kurdyumovand Khelsln (1976) in all
analysis of Kheisin and Cherepanov's experiments. Both viscous and plast ic
terms were included in an axisymmetric analysis of the observed crushed ice
layer , though the plasticity te rm was later found to be negligible in compar-
ison to the viscous effects. Inertial forces were not considered and elastic de-
formations were deemed insignificant. Results of the model utilized crushed
layer viscosities in the 10 kPa ·s to 100 kPa·s range and compared well to the
original drop ball experiments. The model was not considered applicable to
all cases of ice-structure inte raction and in a review of ship-ice interactions,
Tunik (1989) concludes that practkal applicatio n of the Kurdyumov-Kheieln
model to full-scale interactions remains limited by a lack of experimental
data.
Assuming crushing failur e, Nevel (1986) developed an iceberg impact
force model based on viscous theory. The Navier-Stokes equat ions governing
the behaviour of crushed ice as a viscous mater ial were applied for the case
of a thin layer between an indentor and intac t ice mess. The modelling of
crushed ice as a bTanular material has been proposed by Hallam ,.nd Pickering
(1988) and utilizes the well known Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion originally
developed for soils. The behaviour of crushed ice was also studie d in a series
of experim ents repor ted by Finn et al. (1989). Laboratory prepared crushed
ice was placed between two fiat instrumented plates and the ice extr uded
or squeezed out from between the plates at various velocit ies. A similar
expe rimental series 0 0 crushed ice ext rusion was car ried out by Geotechni-
cal Resources Limited (1986). Results of both experiment al progra ms are
proprietary,
2.4 Indentation a n d Lo cal P res sure
The design of str uctu ral members for arctic offshore facilities is based on
local ice loads experienced by smal l contact areas. Remarkably high ice pres-
sures (up t o 40 MPa) deve loped in full-sca le iceb reaker trials were reported
by Glen and Comfort (1983) with the observation that these pressures were
uneven across t he contact surfac e. Very high local pressu res have also been
repor ted during ice inte ract ions with ex ploratio n and productio n structures
in th e Beaufort Sea. T hese local pressures are considerably higher than the
laborat ory uni axial compressive st rength of ice, due in par t t o high confine-
ment in the contact zone. Iyer (1989) refers to these areas of high local
pressu re as "hard spots" , zones within the global nominal contact area in
which a maximum pressure may occur . The de velopm ent of the se zones of
inte nse local pressure makes it unlikely th at a uniform pressure distribution
exists across th e nomi nal contact area. Riska (1987) , for exam ple, recog-
nized the varia bility and irregu larity of ice contact in t he de velopment of an
interaction model between sea ice and an icebre aker hu ll.
Iyer (1989) makes the connection between full-scale observ ations of local
ice pressures and controlled indenta t ion expe riments . Th e pressure devel-
ope d in the nominal contac t zone of an indentation test is ana logous to the
global ice loadin g condit ion experienced in arctic struct ures. Pre ssure max-
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im4 arise throu~hout t he nominal contact area ~ulting in a non-uniform
pressure distrib ution acroa. t he face of the indente r. Controlled , h igh-speed
ice-stru ct ure inte ract ionl may be th«efore typified by irregul..r pressure dis -
t ribut ions and very higb local mexime, Progressive dama ge. pulverization.
and ext rusion of crushed ice in localized zones play. significant role in the
observed phen omenon.
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Chapter 3
Medium-Scale Ice Indentation
Laboratory investigations such as t riax ial compres sion tests or ice tank inden-
tations may be general ly classified M small -scale experiments. Ext rapola t ion
of th ese data sets to full-scale arctic st ructures has proven difficult since con-
tact areas may be hundre ds of times greate r. Loads derived from small-scale
studies have considera bly overestim ated actua l global ice loads observ ed in
the field. Full-scale experiments on prototype st ructu res would be idea l, but
the CO!!t involved is often prohi bitive. The ice indentation system commie-
sioned by Mobil Oil Canada in 1984 and donated to the Ocean Engineering
Research Cent re, Memorial University in 1987, appears to fill t he gap between
laboratory tests and full-scale prototype stud ies. Conta ct areas ranged from
0.02 m2 to 3.0 m2 and m ay t herefore be considered "medium -scale " in dents-
tiona. The 3.0 m' indentations may also appr oach contac t a reas developed
in Cull-scale ice-structur e inte ractions.
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Details of the indentation experiments conducted by Mobil Oil Canada at
Pond Inlet, N.W.T. (1084) and by Memorial University on Hobson', Choice
Ice Island (1989) are presented hereafter . The indentation equipment re-
mained essentially the same for both experimental programs, although in
the Pond Inlet test series larger indente rs and the full capacity of the hy-
drauli c system were used. In terms of contact area and indenter power, the
Pond Inlet experiments are more complete than that of the Ice Island test-
ing program. Local pressure measurements in the latter test series are very
valuable, however. As the auth or was directly involved in the planning and
logistics of the 1989 lee Island field program, this test series is described in
greater detai l.
3 .1 Indentation Apparatus
In 1983, Geotechnical Resources Limited of Calgary, Alberta (Geotech) WM
contract ed by the Hibernia Joint Ventu re Participants (Mobil Oil Canada
Limited, operator) to design and construct a controlled indenta tion system
which simulated the impact between a massiveice feature and a rigid struc-
tu re. Development of a system which could produce the required loads in
a controlled manner was a formidable task: the system must be powerful
yet manageable. Geotech recognized this priority in their design philosophy
for the indenter and concluded that the complete Sjstem must withstand ice
impact, have minimum weight and dimensions for mobility purposes, require
a minimum of assembly in the field, and be versatile with future testing
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programs in mind (Geotech Arctic Services, 1985).
The indentation syst em cons ists of a spherical indenti ng surface , actu-
ator , and flexible base plate combination mounted on a steel skid of beam
and st rut constr uction. Skids were constructed for both the single and quad-
actuator arrangements {or ease of movement in the field. A 1.0 m! back
plate behind each actuator distributed the load from that actua tor to a fiat
ice surface, ensuring that ice would not fail in that region. Hydraulic power
was provided to the actuator s by a massive accumulator bank capable of
delivering appr oximately 18,500 MN at full capaci ty [four -actua tor system) .
Five spherical indenters with differing radii of curvature were machined with
nominal surface areee ranging from 0.02 m2 to 3.00 m2• The epberical ehepe
wu selected for its symmetry and to ensure that ice crushing failure would
be inst igated during indentation. Design ice pressures for the indenters were
established based on Geotecb's previous experience and pressure-are a rela-
tionships available in the litera ture . All indenters were machined from alu-
minum block and pressed to the desired radius of curvature, though the large
3.0 m2 indenter was constructed from welded steel elements . The indent ers
were instru mented with a variety of load and pressure cells, the number and
posit ioning of which depended on indenter dimensions. Complete detail s of
the design of the indenters , actuators, accumulators , skids, and various re-
lated items are detailed in the data repor t prepared for the Hibernia Joint
Venture Part icipants (Geotech Arctic Services, 1985). T he final configura-
tion of the indenta tion system is illustrated in Figure 3.1 and includes four
hydrauli c actuators for the 3.0 m' and 1.0 m2 indenters , and a single actuator
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for the 0.5 m' , 0.1 m' and 0.02 m' indenter!!.
Indente r movement wu cont rolled hy closed-loop (feedback) methods in
which a test variable (output) is cont inuously monitored and compared to
its ta rget value (input ). Closed-loop servo-controlled hydraulic systems are
commonly used in many aspects of engineering mate rials test ing. Any devi-
ation from the input (command) signal is interp reted by the servo-controller
as a cue to drive the actuator in such a way so a.s to eliminate the error
between input and output signals. When a correct ion is called for, the servo-
controller instruct! the servo-valve to pump oil in or out or the actuator to
compensate. Indenter displacement was selected as the control variable for
indenter movement , l.e., indenter displacement would be monitored by pots
mounted to the indenter and a fixed surface, and this output signal used as
the fee<iba.ck param eter. All aspects or the indentati on t.ests were digita lly
controlled and da ta reeeeded by computer.
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Figure 3.1: Four-Actua tor Indenter System (Geotech Arctic Stroi~$, 1985).
3.2 The Pond Inlet E xperiments (1984)
Suitable test sites for the proposed indentation experiments required II. corn-
binat ion of large quan tities of ice and available logistical support . 1'0 this
end , a grounded iceberg near Pond Inlet on eastern Baffin Island, Northwest
Territories , Canada was identified as the ideal site for the experiments. A
series of horizontal tunnels were excavated into the ice mass and the indenter
system positioned in a tunnel with the spherical indenter and backing plates
facing a smooth vertical wall. The complete operation is best illustrated by
the schematic of Figure 3.2, where the large 3.0 m2 indenter mounted on the
quad-actuator skid has been placed in a tunnel in prepar ation for a test . The
accumulator skids and data acquisition hut are in the foreground.
3.2.1 Test Plan
In order to simulate a pot entia! iceberg impact with an offshore str ucture,
indente r velocity was assumed to vary from some initial maximum to zero,
i.e., to represent the ~slowing down" of an iceberg after in' t.act. For safety
and other reasons, displacement and not velocity was selected as the Ieed.
back parameter, although a specific velocity profilewas desired for the tests .
T he velocity profile of th e indenter {or all tests at Pond Inlet followed the
relat ionship :
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v{t) = v,, 'cos( wl)
where v: indenter velocity (mm/ s);
v,,:init ial velocity (100 mm/s {or all test s);
(3.1)
Figure3.2: Artist's Conception orthe Pond Inlet (1984) Iceberg Indentation
Experiments (Geolech Arctic Services, 1985) .
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Nominal Indenter R z . w T~t
Contact Area (mm) (O.lR) (cycles / s) Lengt h
(m'l (mm) (.J
3.0 2300 230 0.-135 3.61
1.0 1280 128 0.7111 2.01
0.' 900 90 1.11 1.41
0.10 ' 00 '0 :2.5 0.63
0.02 200 20 ;. 0 0.31
Table 3.1: Pond Inlet Impact Parameters (Geo!ech Arctic Services, 1985).
w: frequency (cycles/.); and
f : time (s).
Integra tion of th is velocity profile yielded the dis placement com mand signa l:
2.
z(~ ) = z. · .sin(wt) (3.2)
where :r., t he maximum penetration of th e indente r into the ice, wu fixedat
10% of indenler radius of curvature (R). Th is resulted in a sinusoid frequency,
w. of (v"Iz . ) or w = v.{(O.I R). Relevant impact par amet ers for the test s are
summarized in Table 3.1.
Indent at ion leah were performed in each of four tunnel. ca rved out of t he
grounded iceberg. Table 3,2 summarizes the testing schedule and include.
t he identifica t ion lag for each test ut ilized th rougho ut this doc ument. Th e
sphe rical indenters used at Po-d Inlet were instrumented to varying degrees
as presented in Table 3.3. Small preeeure cells were incorporated into t he
face of the O.S m 2 an d 3.0 m 2 indenters at the loca t ions noted in Figure 3.3.
Other indenters had a single pressure cell in the center of the indenter face.
The general test ing procedure as report ed by Geotechnical Resources per-
sonnel may be summarized M follows {Gectec h Arctic Services, 1985):
L Inden ter mounted 011 ac tuator and instrumentation inst alled;
2. Indenter skid posit ioned in tunnel, aligned, and hoses connect ed;
3. Displacement pot s instal led and aligned;
4. All cables connected , da ta acquisition system s w -rmed UP. and systems
ca librated;
5. Indenter brought forward to tunnel wall hydraulically and displacemen t
com mand signal programmed;
6. Data acquisition started and hydraulics applied;
7. When full hyd raulic power attained, command signal triggered and test
started.
Following the test, the indenter was relocated and the impact surface exam -
ined. Most of the impact areas from the Pond Inlet test series were pho-
tographed in plan witb a rough scale drawn on the adjacent flat tunnel wall.
A cr- Is-section of each impact zone was cut out of th e im pact zone with
chain saws and thi s profile photograp hed as well.
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Nominal Indenter R Tunnel Test Test
Contact Area (mm) Numbe r Number 1.0 .
3.0 m1 2300 1 5 TlT5
3 2 T3T2
4 2 T4T2
4 3 T4T3
1.0m1 1280 1 4 TlT4
2 5 T2T5
2 6 T2T 6
3 1 T3TI
4 1 T4Tl
0.5 m1 900 2 1 T2 Tl
2 2 T2T2
3 3 T3T3
3 4 'I'3T4
0.10 m! 400 1 2 T IT2
1 3 TI T3
2 3 T2T3
4 4 T4T4
4 5 T4T5
0.02 m1 200 1 1 TI T l
2 4 T 2T 4
3 5 T3T5
4 6 T4T6
Table 3.2: Pond Inlet Indenta tion Test Matrix .
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IpOND INLET (1984) PRESSURE CELLLOCATIONSI
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O.5m'
FRONTFACE
3.0m'
FRONT FACE
ALL DIMENSIONS IN MM
Figure 3.3: Pressure Ce ll Locations for Pond Inlet (1984) 0.5 m! and 3.0 m2
Indenters (Geot ech A rctic Services, 1985).
Instrument
Load cell
Pressure cell
Displ acement pot
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Table 3.3: Pond Inlet Indenter Instrumen tation.
3.2.2 Main Results
As previously mentioned , the impetus for the Pond Inlet field program was
the investigat ion of iceberg crushing stre ngths for design purposes and the
confirmation of a pressure- area relationship. Scale effects were analyzed in
this regard as reported b y John son and Benoit (1987) and a pressure-area
relationship in which ice pressure decreases with increasing cont ac t area Wall
recognized (Figure 3A). Complet e Ie5ulh from the Pond Inlet field progr am
suggest much more than the effects of scale in iUI ice-st ructure int eraction .
The most significant findin g was the dyna mic na ture of high- spe ed ice im-
pact .
Ty~ical features and major findings of the Pond Inlet indentation ex-
periment! are presented in this section, As ther e were over 20 complete
indentation test s perform ed with up to 18 data channels monitored per test,
presenta tion of the whole data eet would quickly fillup several volumes. In-
stead, only the Iced-tim e traces for the 0.5 m", 1.0 m' and 3.0 m 2 test s are
included in Appe ndix A .
NORMALIZEO PRESSURE AREARELATIONSHIP
PONDINLE:T (1984) 3,0 rna INDENTATIONS
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Figure 3.4: Normalized Pond Inlet (1984) Pressure-Area Relationship (John.
son and Be.noit, 1987).
[ 0 general, load-time recor ds (and occasionally press ure-t im e records )
from Pond Inlet ex hibit dyn amic activi ty which is spec tacular in its regu-
lari ty and amplit ude. The force-time histories for typ ical 1.0 m 3 and 3.0 m2
indentat ion tests are presented in Figu re 3.5 and illust rate the phenomenon
of ice-induced vibration. In t hese exa mples, the classic sawtoot h response is
evident throughout the entire test length except for tbe initial st ages, where
crushing failure has not yet been instigated . As the test winds do wn an d the
ind enter velocity app roaches zero fro m its initial value of 100 mm/s, the fre-
quencyof vibrat ion decreases. For exam ple, vibration frequency in the early
stages of t he 1.0 m 2 test T4TI (when indente r velocity is high) is 50 Hz.
Near the end of t he same test, the vibration frequency is 15 Hz. Dynamic
response is ana lyzed in detail in Section 4.4.
Videotape records of the Pond Inlet tests show the dramatic ejection of
crushed ice from the impact zone as the indenter advances. Photographs of
th e impac t zones after the tests show clearly tha t a dist inct layer of pulve rized
ice forms during impact . Development and ext rusion of crushed ice is an
important factor in the overall inte ract ion process.
Pressures developed in the indentations were generally high. Peak and
mean values for both a cent rally-located pressure cell and the comput ed
average pressure (i.e., total load divided by area ), are summarized in Table
3.4. Note that t he 0.5 m2 and 3.0 m2 tests utili zed a series of pressure cells
incorporated along the face of the indenter . All other tests utilized a single
pressure cell at the geometrical center .,f the indenter plate . Onl y one of the
four 3.0 m'l tests had an active pressure ~11 at the cente r of th e inden ter . Peak
and mean values for all pressure cells for each Pond Inlet test are tabulated
in Appendix A.
3·1
PONDINLET(1984)TEST T4Tl (1.0 m2) I 3S
0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6
Time (s)
I PONDINLET (1984)TESTT4T3(3.0 m2) I
3.51.5 2 2.5
Time(s)
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Figure3.5: TypicalLead-Time Records fromPond Inlet (19S4) Indentation
Experiments T4T l (1.0 r.t2) and T4T3 (3 .0 rol).
Center Pressure Average Pressure
Size '1,,,' Peak Mean Peak Mean
1m') \.D. (MP.) (MP.) (MP.) (MP. )
0.02 TITl 35 13
T2T4 44 6 9 2
T3T5 50 26 7 4
T4T6 48 13 8 4
0.1 TIT2 37 17 11 6
TIT3 56 27 12 7
T2T3 55 30 23 6
T4T4 56 25 10 3
T4T5 37 11 8 2
0.5 T2Tl 58 19 27 10
T2T2 54 11 7 2
T3T3 56 10 5 2
T3T4 '0 11 25 5
\.0 TIT4 31 6 11 3
T2T5 42 9 7 3
T4Tl 25 , 5 1
T 2T6 48 15 10 4
3.0 TITS 60 10 12 ,
T3T2 9 3
T'T2 11 3
T4T3 10 2
Table 3.4: Pond Inlet PressureCell Records.
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3.3 Ice Island F ield Program
In 1987, Mobil Oil Canada Properties, on behalf of the Hiber nia Joint Venture
Participants. donated the ice indentation system used in Pond Inlet to th e
Ocean Engineeri ng Research Ce ntre, Memori al University of Newfoundland.
Previous tests at Pond Inlet (1984) and in multiyear ice in the Canadian
Arct ic (1985) had demonstrated the efficiency and the resea rch potential of
the system (the multiyear ice data set from 1985 remains proprietary). An
experimental program was planned by Memorial University of Newfoundland
for t he spring of 1989 following intensi ve refurbishing and additional indenter
const r uct ion by Geotechnical Resources Arctic Services, now a division of
Sandwell-Swa n-wocster Engineering, Calga ry, Alberta.
Lik e previous field indentat ion experiments, the emphasi s of the 1989 Ice
Island indent eticn experimen ts was da.ta acquisition, primarily intended to
investigate recent ice failure theories and irnproveestimates of design ice pres-
sures and loads . Funding for the program was provided by Transpor t Canada
and Canadian Coast Guard Northern to the level of $620,000. Research
groups, government agencies and industry were involved in the planning of
the t est series to reflect the interest s of all involved in arctic operations .
3.3 .1 Equipm ent Descrlptfon
The 1989 Ice Island field program utilized the existing indentation equip.
ment with minimum modifications, but budgetar y const raints restdcted the
system to that of a single actuator. This precluded the use of the large 3.0
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m2 ind enter in ehe proposed testing series. As previo usly detail ed, the inden-
ter syst em consist s essent ially of one or more hydraulic actuators mounted
upon a mobile skid . The hydr aulic system, data acquisition system and test
procedures were essentiall y the same as the Pond Inlet expe riments. For
the single actuator system, an indenter of specified size, shape, and st iffness
would be moun ted to the front of the act uator and a fiat back plat e at ta ched
to the rear . Based on t he specifications of the project team, thre e separate
indenters were utilized in the field program:
1. 0.8 m:l spherical indenter: developed from the existing l.0 m:l, 1.28
m radius of curvature, aluminum indenter by reducing the diameter
to 1.0 m, The size reduction wea necessary to compensate for the
reduced power of the single actuator system and to limit the possibility
of excessive eccentric loading.
2. 0.8 m2 circular, fiat , compliant indenter : newly constructed based on
Canadian Coast Guard Northern formulae for the impact face thick-
ness of ship hull plate. This icebreaker hull simulation was designed to
investigate the pressure distribution behind the contact zone and pos-
sible "bridging effects" resulting from ncn-continucue support of the
indenter face.
3. 0.375 m' rectangular, flat , rigid indenter: pre-existing with dimensions
of 500 mm x 750 mm. No reconditioning was required for this indenter ,
commonly referred to as Meganewt. Extrusion tests on crushed ice
performed by Geotechnical Resources Limited and Memorial University
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Indenter Type
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Instrument
Load cell
Pressure cell
Displacement not
Table 3.5: Ice Island Indenter Instru mentation.
of Newfoundland made use of this indenter as well.
A sum ma ry of indenter inst rumentation for the Ice bl and tes t series is
present ed in Tabl e 3.5. The spherical inde nter was supplied with 100 mm
diameter pressure cells, while the flat inde nters utilized much smaller (12.1
mm diame ter) cells. The layout of the cells for each indenter, illust rated in
Figure 3.6 , was selected for investigatio n of the p ressure regime across th e
indenter face.
3.3.2 Site Selection
Site selection (or the medium scale tests was based primar ily on th e Avail-
ability of large qua ntit ies orice and the degree of logistic support th at cou ld
be proc ured for tha t site. With the involvement of Transport Canada and
Cana dian Cout Guard Northern in th e project , it was decided th at multi-
year ice would be bet ter suited to t he tes ting program (m ultiyear ice floe s
and ridges present one of the grea test hazards to arctic shipping). A prelim-
inary survey was conducted and the following identified as potent ial sites for
the field program (see Figure 3.7).
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Figur e 3.6: Ice Island (1989) Indenter Geomet ry and La.yout of t be Pressure
Cells.
1. Hobson's Cho ice Ice Island: a 2.5 kilomete r wide , B.Okilometer long,
45 meter thick floating block of ice that broke away from the Ward
Hunt Ice Shel f. northern Ellesmere Island , in 1982. For the proposed
seaso n , the Ic e Island waa eituat ed northwest of Eller Rin gnes Isla nd at
approx imate ly SO" N, 12{)" W.
2. Eureka , Ellesmere Islan d: historically , an area with the potent ial for
both iceberg and mult iyear ice.
3. Mould Bay, Prince Pat rick Island: a region with consistently thick
multiyear ice nearby.
Availabili ty of mul tiyear iceand iceberg-like ice (in the form or freshwate r
shelf ice) was assured at Hobson's Choice Ice Islan d but not at the other
potential sites. The offices of the Ice Climatology Division of Environment
Canada , Ottawa, were visited in early 1989 to assess the ice conditions for
Eureka and Mould Bay. Mult iyear ice was not forecast for Eureka for the
prcpc aed t esting period of March-April, 1989. Ice conditions were favourable
near Mould Bay, but at a. considerab le distance away from the base camp.
Att ention therefore turned to the Ice Island as a. pote ntial test site.
Although Hobson's Choice lee Island is primarily composed of freshwater
shelf ice, s ignificant amounts of thick (up to 10 meters ) mult iyear ice are at-
ta.ched to th e shelf ice core . Since 1 96~ , the Polar Continental Shelf Project
of Energy, Mines and Resources Canada, or "Polar Shelf" , has maintained a
base camp on the Ice Island. Scientific expeditions to the Ice Island are ccor-
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Figure 3.7: Test Location and Other Relevant Centres (or the 1989 Ice bland
Indentation Test Program.
dinated through the Polar Shell base in Resolut e, Northwest Territories, and
extensive logistical support is made available to research parties, including
accommodation s, meals, air travel arrangements , and useof heavy equipment
(snowmobiles, bu lldozers, etc). With the involvement of Polar Shelf, it was
evident th at the Ice Island offered the best combina tion of ice availability
and logist ical support.
Travel and accommodation of field personnel were quickly and easily er-
ranged through Polar Shelf in Resolute. The indenter was to be shipped to
the Ice Island via Resolute on several Hercu les Ct3S Rights, though avail-
ability of Hercules aircraft for the proposed testing period was limited and
scheduling wascritica l. A special airstrip also had to be const ructed on the
island to accommodate the Hercules aircraft. Polar Shelf agreed to provide
the airstrip at no cost to th e project and work began in early March of
1989. Personnel from Sandwell-Swan-Wooster travelled to the Ice Island in
advance of the indenter to prepare a test site and aid in preparatio n of the
airship. Ground drifting kept t he airstrip snowed in for several days and
the Hercule s flights were p ostponed pend ing snowdear ing operations and
suitable weather conditions. The indenter and supporting equipment was
eventua lly tr ansported to the island by two Hercules flights on April 9, 1989,
Site prepar ation and syst em assembly commenced immediat ely, as well as
thorough checks on the computer dat a acquisition system.
The original test plan foresaw the a.rrival of most research personnel just
prior to the first indenta tion test. The delays caused by weather conditions
and snowclearing operat lona warranted re-scheduling of travel arrangements
for these personnel, but this proved impossible. The limited number of com-
mercial flights to Resolute and the difficulty in changing reservations on short
notice saw most research personnel onsite several days before the ar rival of
the indenter. This addit ional manpower was put to use in refining the test
plan, ice characterization, and restocking the Ice Island fuel dump.
3 .3.3 Test P reparat ion
indentation experi ments were planned in multiyear near the edge of the ice
island with the possibility of some additional experiments in the centr al fresh-
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water ice core. Excavation of a long t rench some 4 melen deep in the mul-
t iyear ice was of priority and proved to be the most time consuming and
labour intensive operation of the projec t. A single tre nch was Iavourcd on
the notion that the indenter system could be lowered into one end of the
trench and, following a test , towed a short dis tance along t he trench to the
next test face.
A suitable test site in multiyear ice waa loca ted about one kilomete r south-
east of the beee camp, clear ed of snow and levelled with a. bulldozer prior
to the arr ival of the indenter and support ing equipment. A large heated
tent was erected at the test site to allow preparat ion of t he indenter and
other equipment in a shelte red, com fortabl e environment. A smaller heated
data acquisition tent wee p laced on skids for ease of movement a.8 th e tests
progressed along t he lengt h of the tr ench. A heated enclosure was al so con-
structed for the accumu lator skid. Location of the site and othe r feat ures of
the Ice Island are illustrated in Figure 3.8.
Numerous ice cores were taken on the proposed testing site and temper-
at ure measu rements indica ted a projected ice thickness of approxi ma tely 10
to 11 met ers, leav ing 6 to 7 mete rs of ice be low the final project ed depth of
the trench . A modified "D itch Witc h" trenching unit was ut ilized to cut two
paraHel slots 1.5 meters dee p, 100 me ters long, and 4 meters apart. The area
between t hese slots was raked with a rack of ice ripping tong s attached to
the back of a bulldozer, and the broken ice pieces removed {rom t he trench
witb a small fron t-end loade r. At a depth of approximately 1.2 meters, slots
MYll : MultiyearLandfast SeaIce
~;~~fnU,'~tt~~~~et~\~~:~~"~~~~~~hetf and
MYPI: Multiyear PackIce
Anachad and consolidated to the she" Ice core
since calving 01the lee Island.
Figure 3.8: Schematic of Hobson's Choice Ice Island (1989)
for the second lift of the t rench were cut by the Ditch Witch and chain saws,
followed by further ripp ing and clearing. The 100 meter long t rench was
excavated to an average depth of approximately 4 meters in 5 days. P lans
for a smaller test series in th*"freshwat er shelf ice were put on bold due to
time and labour const raints.
Trench walls were roughly squared and smoothed with chain saws and
ice chisels. Specific test areas were outlined on the walls in regions free
from cracking and those areas were mach ined to a very smoot h finish wit h
a vertica lly mounted circular saw. The wall opposite t he teet face was also
machined and parallelism of the two faces ensured. Due to the limited load
capacity of the single actuator system, it was necessary to shape the impact
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ice face for the fla t indent er tests (see Figure 3.9). Failure by crushi ng and a
progressive rise in load wit h increasing co ntact area were t hen achieved.
3 .3 .4 Test Pl an
T he following were recognized as areas of primary research interest in the
indenta.tion test program:
1. Velo city of Impact: constant velocities from 1 rom/ s to 100 mm j s were
adopted to exp lore rete effects and the transi tion from brit tle to ductile
failure .
2. Indenter Size and Local Structural Stiffness: indent ers of varying size
(up to 0.8 m') and stiffness charac teristics employed, together with
smell pressu re sensors, to investigat e local ice pressure variat iolls.
3. Characterization of Ice and Failure Zone: including crushed ice layer
and dam age zone thickness, failure modes, crack densities, sieve ana l-
ysis, video records, and ice physical properties.
Based on the requ irements of the participants and the primary research in-
teres ts noted above, the test matrix of Tab le 3.6 was developed. Thi s mat rix
has been updated to reflect the actual indenter velocities obtained in the
field. The test ing procedure for the Ice Island test series was essent ially the
same as that followed in the Pond Inlet experiments . As the system had
not bee n utiliz ed since 1985, there were some start-up problems and minor
delays in the field. A feedback problem delayed the testing by several days
but on ce rectified , testing proceeded as planned.
4.
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Figure 3.9: Shaped Multiyear Ice Trench Walls (in Plan) Required for Ice
Island Field Program (1989).
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Test Test Indenter 7~~C;~) Ice WallNumber LD. Type Shape
, ABCOI spherical 0.24 flat
, NRCO ' s.s
""3 NRCO' 120 'al
4.1 NRC03 6.' fial
4.2 NRCO·' 17 'al
s NRCO' 9 'al
6 NRC06 flexible 19.3 1:3 slope
7 NRC07 78.9 1:3 slope
8 NRC08 meganewt 76.9 1:5 slope
9 NRC09 10 1:5slope
10 NRClO 36.7 1:5 slope
Table 3.6: Test Matrix: Ice Island Indentation Program (1989).
3.3 .5 Main R esu lts
Like the Pond Inlet expe riments, the volume of data collected during the
Ice Island field program is im mense. Again, only the major findings and
some genera l features of the dat a set will be presented in this sect ion. Com-
plete load-time data trace s are included as Appendix B for those tests which
exhibited dynamic act ivity.
As observed in t he Pond Inlet expe riment s, the Ice Island indentation
tests exhibited regular dynamic (sawtooth) behaviour, particularl y in the
high-speed tests. Severa l examples of the load-time records are presente d in
Figure 3.10 and have vibrat ion frequencies on the order of 20 Hz to 40 Hz. Of
particular interest in the Ice Island data set was the pressur e variation across
·18
the face of the indenter during the test . Numerous small pressure cells were
incorporated into the indenter plate for th is purpose. The results indicate
that local pressures may he as high as 80 MPa and are highly variable across
the indenter face, I.e., a simple pressure distribution or one of consistent
patte rn is not evident for the entire impact zone.
The use of a single actuator in the Ice Island experiments raises quest ions
on the degree of eccentric loading in the tests. Considerable care was taken
to ensure proper alignment of the indenter in the trench and paral lelism of
the trench walls. St ill, late ral movement of the indenter was observed in
several tests, most likely the result of spalling near the edge of the impact
zone. As well, target velocities were not always achieved due to stalli ng of
u,.. ...;~,,:Ie act uator system.
'\ .1,1', Ultrasonic Measurements
To- e variation ofcrushed ice layer thickness with time and the actual thickness
of the layer dur ing indentation are very important in ice-stru cture interaction.
In an attem pt to acquire data on these variations, th e Ice Island experlrr-mta
ut ilized an ultrasonic measurement system on a trial basis. T he original
conceptualization is illustrated in Figure 3.11. The ultrasound probe, with
t ransmitter and receiver in a single unit, was placed in a. small borehole at
a level equal to that of the cente r of the indenter. Ethy lene glycol would
act as a coupling agent between the probe and the ice. The borehole had to
be positioned far enough back so the probe would not be damaged by the
advancing indenter . Theoreti cally, the ultr asonic pulses would be reflected
0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
Time (s)
0.2 0.4 0,6 0.8 1 1,2 1.4 1.6 1.8
Time(s)
Figure 3.10: Typical Load-Time Records for Hobson's Choice Ice Island
( 1989) Indent ation Test Program.
ToD.A. System
Figure 3.11: Conceptual Arrangement for Ultrasonic Detection of Crushed
Ice and I- ..ct Ice Interface, Ice Island (1989).
back to the probe by the interface existing between the highly damaged ice
layer near the indenter and the intact ice further back. The distance from
the probe to the near surface of the crushed zone would then be known in
t ime. With the movement of the indenter relative to the probe also known,
the thickness of the crushed ice layer at any time during the test could be
approximated . An idealized situation is iIIustra.ted in Figure 3.12.
Initial tests with a porta ble ultrasound unit were eondccted on laboratory
grown ice at MemorialUniversity of Newfoundland to establisl, the feasibility
of the proposed measurements. The unit, designed for non-destructive testing
of engineering materials, was rented from Eastern Technical Services Limited,
St . John 's. NF and a representat ive was present for the tab trials. The
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HYPOTHETICAL ULTRASONIC MEASUREMENTS I
Crushing Event(New Interface Ceveloped)
~
V
Extrusion Plateau(rntertace Stable)
t
Time
Figu re 3.12: Hypothe t ical Results of Ult rasonic Measu rements.
probe was placed in intimate contact with ice blocks of varying thicknesses
to determine if the unit could ident ify the ice-air inte rface. Overall, the unit
performed well, alt hough multi ple reflections from cracks and attenuation of
th e signal by air bubbles occasionally made the output difficult to inte rpret .
It was decide d to proceed with the proposed experiments on t he Ice Island .
A port able ultr asound un it wit h a digita l output WM selected from the
stock 'of NDT Technologies, St. Laurent , P.Q. and the unit picked up in
Montreal en route to the Ice Island . When onsite , a s.., of tests similar to
those performed previously at Memorial University confirmed that the unit
could identi fy an ice-air interface. T he maximum distance that t he ultrasonic
pulses could penet rate was a function of the gain, i.e. , the lower the frequency,
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the greater the penetration distance into the ice mass. As desired penet ration
dis tance increased. however. t he resolution of the unit decreased , maki ng it
difficult to achieve a strong reflection from a.smaIl flaw in the materi al. As
the crushed ice layer Wall expected to be thin, i.e., of the order of 10 rom or
less, high resolut ion wu required in order to obtain meaninr;ful results. On
the ot her hand, the probe must be at a safe dista nce from the indentat ion
zone to prevent damage to the unit. It was clear that a compromise would
have to be reached (or each test based on the target penetration for that test .
3 .4 Equipment Performance
When dynam ic behaviour was first observed at Pond Inle t , the large variat ion
in load in the sawtooth response was considered significant and steps were
taken onsite to isolate the cause. Geotechnical Resources Limited suggested
the following as potential mechanisms for the observed dynamic response
(Ceotech Arctic Services, 1985):
• improper tuning of servo-controller;
• mechanical linkage and system st iffness response; and/o r
• progressive ice failure.
Mechanical vibrations Me evident in ice-structure interactions where the
indenting structure is insufficiently massive or stiff. Resonant vibra tions
of the structure at one or more of its natural frequencies may compound
the problem and create a complex ice failure mechanism. For the indenter
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described here, such dynamic behaviour may beexpected in cases where the
system "feels· rapid large-magnitude drops in load caused by ice failure and
cannot com pensate quickly enough to maintain the requested displacement
profile. The servc-ccatrc ller utilized at Pond lold introduces a.const raint in
the system which prohibits the act uator from responding to rapid variations
in load, i.e., the original displacement profile is preserved. Several checks
cnsite a~ Pond Inlet also concluded that observed dynamics were a result of
progressive ice failure and subsequent clearing.
Chapter 4
Indentation Analysis
The developmen t of a crushed ice layer is the critical st age in the observed
dynamic behaviour detailed above. The characteris tics of this layer have
been st udied to some extent in labora tory indentation tests (Kurdy umov and
Kheiain, 1976; Jordaan and Timeo, 1988), while recent proprietary stu dies
have been undertaken to invest igate the behaviour and properties of crushed
ice alone. Obser vat ions of the crushed ice layer dur ing the Pond Inlet an d Ice
Island experiments are useful in establishing some genera l trend s in the dat a
sets. Upon withdrawal of the indenter (rom the tes t face in the Pond Inlet
experiments, a photograph was taken or the crushed ice imp rint [Figure d.Ie] .
Th is imprin t was then sawn into a thin vertical section and a photograph
taken of the impact zone profile (Figure 4.1b) . A crude scale was drawn on
the ice surface and was visible in each photograph.
4 .1 Crushed Layer Thickness
The size and nature of t he ice impact zone are important parameters in ice
indentation . Variation in thickness of the crushed ice layer was estima ted
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CRUSHED ICE LAYER DEVELOPED BY INDENTATION
POND INLET (1984) TEST T4T2 (3.0 m2)
Figure 4.1: (b) Crushed Ice Layer Exposed from a. Section Sawn Out of the
Pond Inlet (1984) 3.0 m2 Indentat ion Imprint (courte8Y Mobil Oil Canada
Properties).
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CRUSHED ICELAYER DEVELOPED BYINDENTATION
PONDINLET(1984) TESTT4T2(3.0 m')
Figure 4.1: (b) Crushed Ice Layer Exposed from a Section Sawn Out of the
Pond Inlet (1984) 3.0 m2 Indentation Imprint (courtesy Mobil Oil Canada
Properties) .
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for t hose Pond In let tests in which (1) suitable photograph s were available
and (2) a distinct crushed layer developed . Photographs of the 0.02 1112
and 0.1 m 2 tests did not clearly show a crushe d layer, most likely a result
of the very small penetration distance in t hese test s . The persp ective of t he
crushed layer profile photog raphs is not known but confidence in the thickness
measur ement s from the photographs is high , since a scale was clearly shown
on the profile.
Crus hed ice layer profiles from t he 1.0 m1 and 3.0 m1 t ests, abstracted
from photograph ic evidence, are presented in Figure 4.2 and suggest that
the shap e of the layer varies from test to tes t. Intuiti vely, the layer would be
expected to be narrowest near the center of the indentation and widest at the
edges due to decreasing confinement near the edge of the contact zone. This
is very nearly the case in profiles .5and 6. Other profiles exh ibit areas with
relatively thick crushed ice layers adjacent to zones with no discernible layer
(profiles 2 and 8) . It is imp ortant to note that the crushed layer profiles pre-
sented in Figure 4.2 are representative of the latte r stages of the tests , when
the indente r-weeslowingdown (recall that the velocity profile in all the Pond
Inlet experiments varied from 100 mm/s to zero following a cosine function).
Information on t he form and variation of crushed ice during all stages of the
test would be ideal, but this data is difficult to obtain . Observations of the
actual ice/ struct ure inte rface during the tests are shielded by the indenter
itself and compounde d by the rapid crushing and ejection of ice from the
interface. This ad ds additional complicat ions to the analysis o( an already
58
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DIGmZEDCRUSHED ICELAYER THICKNESS PROFILES
PONDINLET(1984) TESTSERIES
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Figure 4.2: Digitized Crushed Ice Layer Thickness Profiles oCthe Pond Inlet
(1984) Indentations . Broken lines indicate zones of damaged, yet relatively
intact, ice.
extre mely complex interaction.
Table 4.1 present s a set of crushed ice thickness sta tistics de veloped for
Pond Inlet based on avai lable photograph ic records. Thickness me asurement s
were ta ken from the pho tograp hs at constant int ervals alo ng the indenta t ion
profile (the total numb er of dat a points depended on t he impr int size). In
genera l, mean layer thi ckness a t the end of the test increased with increas ing
indenter size . It is eviden t from the st atistical range data of Table 4.1 tha t
the th ickness of the crushed layer changes an d this suggests th at crushed
ice "patches" or zones develop during the indentat ions. It is possible to
visualize these patches fluctuating across the imp act zone depending on local
conditio ns of failure in the area, e.g., non-simultaneous failure in regions with
less confinemen t th an other are as, Local pressure variations also suggest tha~
crushed ice pa tches form and that t he crushing and ext rusion pr ocess is net
uniform over the enti re face of the indenter.
It is also interesti ng that a cross-section of crushed ice could be sawn out
from the indentation imprint withou t the cru shed lay er completely fal ling
awa.y. This suggests that t he pulverized mate r ial in thi s region is somewhat
solid , the re sult of a sintering or solid ification process un der th e high impa ct
pressures.
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den ter Mean Standard
Size Test Thickness Deviation r:;ng,
(m 2) LD. (mm) (mml mm)
0.5 T2.Tl 30 14 50
T2.T2 9 10 30
T3.T3 25 9 30
T3.T4 35 15 50
All ala 25 16 10
1.0 T2.T6 50 20 10
T4.Tl 45 21 60
T2.T5 55 30 110
T3~T1 40 21 65
Al data. 41 22 110
3.0 TLT5 15 53 150
T4.T2 65 20 80
T4.T3 45 35 100
T3.T2 80 65 200
All data 65 42 220
Table 4.1: Crushed Ice Layer Thickness Observations Derived from Pho-
tographs of the Pond Inlet ( 1984) Indentations.
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4.1.1 Ultrasoni c M eas ur em ents
As noted above . detai ls of the form and variation of t he crushed lee layer
during the complete indentation, rat her than only at the end of the test,
would he invaluable. For Test NRC-Ot of t he Ice Island experiments, a tr ial
ultrasonic measurement system was utilized in an attempt to discern the in-
terrace be tween crushed and intact ice. The configuration of the system was
previously detai led in Sedion 3.3.6 and illustrated in Figur e 3.11. Based on
the prog ramm ed command signa l for the indentation, the probe was placed
in a 50 mm (2") borehole situated 250 mm (10" ) from the tr ench wall directly
in the path of the 0.8 m'l spherical indenter . The borehole was filled with
the coupling agent (glycol) to approximately 25 mm (I" ) above the lop of
the probe. These dimensions represented a compromise between the desired
resolution of the measurement (less tha n 10 mm) and the distance from the
trench wall necessary to protect the probe. Output from the probe wasfed to
the computer data acquisition system via the ult rasound signal conditioner
and controller unit. Gain and frequency were adjusted in the data acqui-
sition tent prior to the test and a reflection from the t rench wall obtain ed.
Filters were em ployed to eliminate reflections from flaws,cracks, etc. , close to
the probe, i.e. , to concentra te on the impact zone where the crushed/ intact
ice interface should develop. Data recording from the ultrasound unit was
triggered from the indenter controlling system and is synchronized with all
other channels.
Test NRC-OJ wasmis-programmed and resulted in a very slow indenta tion
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with large stroke. T he borehole was breached and the probe ext ension pole
dam aged such that t he probe could not be ext racted for fur ther tes ts. Resul ts
of the ultrasonic measurement system are presented in Figure 4.3. [ t is
difficult to interpret a meaningful trend from such an erratic signal and those
areas of interest (spikes) great ly overestimate the distanc e (rom probe to
indente r. T he slow indenta tion created large cracks in t he ice mass around
the probe which would act as st rong reflectors of the ultraso nic pulse and
this may explain the spurious results. Vibra tions in the glyco: fluid column
caused by the advancing inden te r would also affect the coupling of the pro be
to the ice mass.
4 .2 Sieve Analysis
The degree to which ice is pulverized in high-speed inde ntations is evident
from an analysis of the crushed ice products. During the interactions, crushed
ice has been observed to extr ude out from behind the advancing indente r and
fall away from the indenta t ion zone. For the 1989 Ice Island experim ents.
crushed ice Wall collected on a. tar paulin placed on the t rench floor below the
indenter. Considerable care was taken to ensure that all ice part icles ejected
from the test surface were recovered. Fines added to the batc h by drifting
snow and the like were not considered significant. Larger ice fragments caused
by brit tle spalling were also collected, weighed and photographed.
Significant microcracking near the indenter sur face effectively reduces the
ice in this region to a mass of particles at the instant of pulveriz ation. As a
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IULTR.o\SONIC CRUSHED ICELAYERDETECTION TRIALI
RESULTSOF Ice ISlAND (1989)rest NRC01
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Figure 4.3: Results of the Ultrasonic Crushed lee Layer Detection Trial, Ice
Island (1989)Test Number NRCOI.
CRUSHED ICEPARTICLESIZEACCUMULATIONCURVE
ICE ISLAND (1989) INDENTATIONTesTS
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Figure 4.4: Composite Gradation Curve of Crushed Ice Part icles from the
Ice Island (1989) Inden tation Tes ts .
continuum of discrete part icles, cr ushed ice is sometimes considered a granu-
lar materia!' Th e sieve analysis is a sta.ndard geotechnical engineeri ng tech-
nique t hat lends itself well to cru shed ice and was performe d durin g the Ice
Island field program to identify th e size and distribution of ice particles de-
veloped in the interaction s. Figure 4.4 is a composite gradat ion curve for
seven indentation tests for which a significant amoun t of ext ruded crushed
ice WM collected . Crushed ice particle size is generally less than 20 mm . The
average of the median values (Dr,o) for all tests is on the order of 10 mm.
Ice fragments that spalled off the impac t zone were also collected for anal-
ysis. Spall sizes ranged from small knifelikeshards to large blocks weighing
over 2 kg. The proportion of spells was found to be a. function of t he test
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velocity, i.e., the fester the test, the fewer the large spells. The very large
spelling fragments are not representative of the high velocity indenta tion
tests: t he production of pulverized ice was more prevalent in these eases.
4.3 Spalling and Impact Area Reduction
Spelling of large pieces of ice may reduce the actual contact area dur ing in-
dentation. The presence o( large ice fragments in the crushed ice products
collected from the lee bland tests confirms that brit tle spalEng is an im-
portant process in the overall interaction . An idealization of the situat ion
is illust ra ted in Figure 4.5. Spalling at the edges of the impact zone where
confinement is low may reduce the theoret ical contact area AI to an effective
contact area Ac (which can also include areas of low pressure near the edge of
the conta ct zone). A size effect similar to the ideeliaztlon of Figure 4.6 may
alsoar ise. In an attempt to quantify the degree of spalling, plan photographs
of the indenter imprints from the Pond Inlet test series were digitized to de-
termine the actual contact area at the end ofthe test (AI)' The rat io AI/A h
developed (or all tests for which suitable photographs wereavailable, givesan
indicat ion of the effective reduction in contact area brought on by spalling.
The complete data set is presented in Tab le 4.2. For the 3.0 m' tes ts , for ex-
ample, finalconta ct areas are Oil the order of50% of the theoretical (nominal)
value. Size effect based on this data is demonstrated in Figure 4.7.
Utilizing the ratio AI/A, as an area reduction factor for the 1.0 m2 test
(T2T6) yields the average pressure history shown in Figure 4.8. The correla-
(1fi
Nomin al Th eoretical Test Digitized Reducti on
Indenter Contact Area !.D. Contact Area Factor
Area (m 2) A, (m2) No. A. (m2) A.IA.
0.5 0.51 T3 T3 0.22 0.43
T3T4 0.30 0.59
Mean 0.26 0.51
1.0 l. 03 TIT4 1.061 1.03
T2T5 0.67 0.65
T3Tl 0,72 0.70
T4Tl 0.54 0.52
Me an 0,64 0.62:
3.0 3.32 TIT5 2.901 0.87
T3T2 1.66 0.50
T4T2 1.80 0.54
T4T3 1.59 0.48
Mean 1.68 0.51
t value not used in calcu lation of t he mean .
Table 4.2: Area Reduction by Spalling Derived from Photographs of the
Po nd Inle t (1984) Inden tation Tes ts.
tion bet ween central pressure and average pressure is particularly good in the
circled region, suggest ing that, for this region , the crushing/extrusion process
occurs near the center of the indenter bu t over an effective area reduced by
spa lling.
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Figure 4.5: T heoretical Heductt cn of Contact Area by Spelling.
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Figure 4.6: Hypothetical Size Effect Resul ting from Spalling.
OBSERVED SIZE EFFECT DUETO SPALLING
PONDINLET(1984) TESTSERIES
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Figure 4.7; Observed Size Effect from Pond Inlet (1984) Data Set.
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4.4 D ynamic C haracteristics
Freque ncy components of load histo ries for t he indent ation tests were an-
alyzed by the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) . Each indentation series per-
formed at Pond Inlet (with a par ticular inde nter size) differed in all respects
except for the velocity profile, i.e., contact are a and pene trati on distance var-
ied between indenter sizes. FOI' all tests, the init ial velocity of the indente r
was 100 rom/s a nd followed a cosine profile to zero. Test length was deter-
mined by ta ilor ing th is cosine profile to fit the penet rati on crite rion or 10%
of the radius of curvat ure of the indenter (O.IR).
For purposes of com pari son between individual test s, t he indente r velocity
profile was adopt ed as a common feature for the 3.0 m2 and 1.0 m2 indenta-
tions. Response spectra were developed Cor five velocity windows during the
course of these tests:
I. 100%.95% of init ial indenter velocity (tI,,)i
2. 95%·85%of V"i
3. 85%·70%of v,,;
4. 70%·50% of V"i and
5. 500/'0-0% of v".
These windows were selected based on the dynamic activi ty evident duri ng
different stages of the test , i.e., dynam ic response is more pronounced and
of higher frequency in the early stages of the test when indenter velocity is
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high, Since vibratio n frequency decreased as the test progressed, the window
length was grea t er . Note tha t since the ini tial veJoci ty of th e indente r, Vi, was
100 mm /s, the pe rcentage values for the windows given abo ve corre spond to
velocity as weU,e .g., 85%-70% is equivalen t to 85 mm / s - 70 mm/s. Response
spectra for the 0 .5 m' t es ts were determined for two wind ows only, Division
of these t ests into five velocity windows was im pract ical due to th e short
length of the test s (1.41 seconds) , i.e., t here were insufficient data points in
five windows to perform a meaningful spe ctrll.l lI.nalys[s,
4 .4.1 Tes t Start~Time
Determination of the test star t -t ime and synchronization of measurements
was lmpo rtar u to the data analysis. For t he analysi s of the Pond Inlet exper -
iments presented here, th e displa cement command signal was checked at an
expanded scale and the point at which the signa! began to rise fixed 8Jl to=D,
The da ta sample number of the comman d signal trac e for this t" was noted
and appli ed to th e other traces, e.g., if to for t he comma nd signa l occurred
at sam ple num ber 506, t hen t" for the load a.nd pressure traces similar ly
occurred at sam ple number 506. Illust ra ted in Figure 4.9, thi s procedur e
worked very well and t ft was det ermined readily from th e command signa l
and with confidence. T he displacement from the test sta rt !" unt il the ce n-
ha l load or pressure ce ll began to sense It respo nse, I. , cor responde d to the
air gap between the inden ter and the ice wall prior to th e test . A sim ilar
synchronizat ion procedure was emp loyed for the lee lelan d data set,
EXAMPLE OF METHOD OF DATA TRACESYNCHRONIZATION rs
PONDINLET (1984) TEST 12T6(1.0m~
t s
'"130 .~
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al 60
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Figure 4.9: Sy nehrcniaa rion of Dat a Traces fot' Analysis
4 .4 .2 R esponse Spectra
Results of the dynamic analysis for the Pond Inlet and Ice Island test series'
are presented in Table 4.3. Response spectra were not developed for the
Pond Inlet 0.02 m'l ana 0.1 m'l tests nor the slow Ice Island tests as sawtooth
dynamic behaviour wasnot prominent. One dominant frequency per test (or
per window)wasobserved in the analysisand secondary vibration frequencies
were not evident. This is clearly illustrated in the examples of the spectral
analysis shown in Figure 4.10.
The data ofTab le 4.3are presented graphically in Figure 4.11and indicate
that , in general, frequency of vibration decreases with increaalng indenter
area, but not significantly. Comparison of the 3.0 m2 and 1.0 m' velocity
windows suggests that vibration frequency also decreases with decreasing
velocity, as expected . In tests T3T2 (3.0 m' ), T4T3 (3.0 m' ) and T2T6 (1.0
m'l), vibration frequency increases followinga previous decrease. Th is would
most likely he the result of, for example, non-simultaneous failure or spalling
in the early stages of the test followed by the re-establishment of systematic
crushing and clearing as contact area increases.
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Velocity Window (% of 100 mm/s)
Nominal Test lOO~. to 9~~~O 8~~~O 70"_," 50~toIndenter LD. 95% 50% 0%
Ared(m2) No. (H,) (H, ) (H, ) (H,) (H,)
3.0 TITS 25 16 16 12 7
T3T2 25 25 32 I t
T4T2 25 19 19 13 t
T4T3 25 19 25 12 7
1.0 T4Tl 50 32 32 25 15
T2T5 25 32 25 18 6
T2T6 32 25 32 16 6
TIT4 25 19 15 13 8
Velocity Window
Nominal T,,' 10~.i%'O 50 0 to
Indenter J.D. 0%
Area (m 2) No. (H,) (H,)
0.5 TIT I 20
T:.!T2 10
T3T" 25 10
T3T4 20 9
O.8spherica.l NRC03 ,I
NRC05 !6
O.b flat NRC06 14
NRC07 40
0.375 flat NRC08 12
NRC! O 41
t end of data file or no dynamics.
t two cycles of dynamics on ly.
Table 4.3: Response Spectra. Summary {or the Pond Inlet (1984) and Ice
Island (1989)Lced-Ttm e Records.
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MEANVIBRATION FREQUENCY VS. VELOCITY
POND INLET (1984)TESTSERIES
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Figur e 4.11: Frequency vs. Indenter Velocity for Pond Inlet (1984) LO rn!
and 3.0 m2 Tests.
4 .5 Pressure Dis tribu tions
Th e shape and magnitude of the pressure dist ribution developed behind the
indenter are important feat ures of the indentation and provide information
on propert ies of the crushed ice mass. Numerous pressure cells installed at
various points along the face of the indenter are required to establish such
II. distribu tion. All four indenters used in the Ice Island test program and
two of the five Pond Inlet indenters (0.5 m~ and 3.0 m~ ) were equipped with
pressure cells along the indenter surface. Other Pond Inlet indenters were
equipped with a single pressure cell at the center of the indente r plate .
In general, local variati-n 'l in ice pressure during indentat ion are very high
as compared to the average pressu re (computed from tota l load and conta ct
area). Thi s trend is dear from Table 3.4 of Sect ion 3.2.2 which compares
mean an d peak pressures for individ ual pressure cells versus t he mean average
pressu re for all Pond Inlet tests . Local pressure s are of importance in the
design of structural members and the results of the indenta tion expe riment s
ha ve impli cat ions on current design meth odologies . Analysis of the Ice Island
da ta se t also ind icates that local pressures may flud uate dramat icall y across
the contact face duri ng the indent at ion tests .
Local pressure fluct ua tions suggest that the assumption of a uniCorm
crushed ice layer represents an idealized situation , and that discrete zones or
"patches" of t hin crushed ice develop. It is postulated t hat t he pa tches vary
in number , locat ion. shape and t hickness and develop in areas where condi-
tion, for pulverizat ion exi,t, e.g., zone, of very high damage, low confinement
or major struct ural flaws. Tracking t he spatial and temporal variation s of
pat ch formation would be very difficult , if not imp ossible. Ult rasound tech-
niques are theo retically promising in this regard , bu t have not proven feasible
under field conditions. Videos taken through a small plexiglaee window in a
flat, rigid indenter du ring the 1990 Ice Island program have confirm ed the
format ion of crushed ice patche s a nd the very rap id fluctuations in size, shape
and position .
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Chapter 5
Extrusion Simulation
The behaviour of crushed ice has sign ificant implications for the pressu re
dis tributions and total loads arising from med ium-scale interactions such as
the Pond Inlet and Ice Island experiments . T he crushed layer between inden-
ter and intact ice may be mode lled from two distinct ly different approaches .
Pulve rized ice par ticles may be thought of as & granular medium similar to
soils, promp ting the use of geotechnical techniques , e.g., Hallam and Picker-
ing (1988). Conversely, ext rusion of a thin crushed ice layer and the presence
of interparticle fluid suggest a flow.based modelling approach , e.g., Kurdyu-
movand Kheisin (1976). Bot h approaches are very different in underlying
theory, yet both have been shown to have merit in modelling specific fea-
tu res of ice-stru ct ure interaction. A consensus has not been reached as to
the "best" modelling approach for crushed ice extrusion.
Modelling the~ interaction for the Pond Inlet and Ice Island tests
is not attempted here. High-speed ice indentation is an extremely complex
process and involves the creatio n of a new cont inuum (crushed ice) with prop-
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erties uniquely different from the virgin (indented) mat eri al. It is impractical
to quantify all th e para meters involved in the interactions and difficult, if not
im possible, to predict the total dynamic response and t he occurrence of me-
ja r even ts such as spalling. T he extrusion cycle has been recognised as one of
t he most impo rtant features of the dy namic behaviour observed in th e Pond
Inlet and Ice Island indentation programs , and in numerous other lab ora-
tory and field observat ions of ice-induced vibration. Simulation of crushed
ice ext rusion has ther efore been subjected to detaile d analys is. Elastic de-
formati ons are assumed insignificant , consiste nt with p revious research , e-g-,
Kurdyumov and Kheisin (1976), and this was confirmed by Xiao (1990) for
the case of spherical indenta tion.
It must be emph;u ized th at t he body of dat a made available by t he Pond
Inlet and Ice Island field program s is immense and will support furt her de-
tailed st udies for years to come. More than 30 complete indentation tests with
high frequency samp ling over many channels per test rep resents a formidable
tas k for any analysis. This data set is compounded furt her by th e fact that
up to 40 crushed ice extrusion cycles may be present in a single test. As a
result , only typical examp les of the analys is are included here .
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5 .1 Spherical Patch Model: Viscous Flow
High local pressures developed in the crushv-l ice layer during indentation ex-
periments intuitively contradicts t he assumptions inherent in Mohr-Coulomb
t heory. Observations of the crushed ice imprint following the Pond Inlet and
Icc Island tests suggest tha t the layer does not behave likesoil rr other granu-
la r materials. The very fact thnt a crusl.ed ice imprint remains attached to a
vertical test face is convincing evidence that the pulverized ice is a somewhat
"solid" material and capab le of withstanding load. Some type of sintering
mechanism that serves to solidify the crushed mater ial may be at work here.
Representation of th is crushed ice mass as a viscous fluid has been detailed
in the literature and employed in the analysis of small scale indentat ion ex-
pe riments. The Pond Inlet and Ice Island dAta sets alford an opportunity to
check the validity of the viscous theory as app lied to medium -scale indents.
tione.
The analysis presented here follows the work of Jordaan et al. (1988) for
t he dea: .ng of crushed ice in fast spher ical indenta tion tests . Indenta tion of
a. spherical indenter with radius of curvature R takes the (arm of a loaded
"patch" of ice, as depicted in Figure 5.1. Cr ushed ice products develop in a
t hin layer between the indenter and intact ice and are assumed to extrude
outwards from the impact zone along the sphe rical surface. Crushed ice is
treated as a Newtonian incompressible fluid with zero body forces and may
be modelled by the Navier-Stokes equa tions (Schlichting , 1968):
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Figure S.l : SphericaJ Pat ch Indentati on of an Ice Mus.
where p: density of crushed ice (kg/ m3 )
v: velocity field (m/ .)
p: pressure (MPa)
JJ: dy nami c viscO!ity of crushed ice (kPa·,s)
V: the gradient vecto r ~(~) + f,(iw) + t(7.)
V2:Laplacian cpc rate r It +.;;r +£s
(5.1)
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The inertia l forces are generally dominated by the viscous forces to the extent
tha t the inertial term in Equation 5.1 may be neglected, yielding:
$·1
(5.2)
For application to spherical indentation, the reduced Navier-Stokes equa tions
of Equation 5.2 must be t ransformed from a Cartesi an (x ,y,z) to a spherical
(r,O,tti)co-ordinate system. The transformation is very lengthy and incorpo-
ra tes symm etry about th e indent er (z) axis (M.A. Mees, personal communi-
cation). The result ing equilibrium conditions in spherical co-ordinates are as
follows:
18p (, 2 8,_ v, )
; 88 = Jl V V9 +;:i ' 8i - r~" i n2 ( 9)
where p: pressure at coordinates (r ,9);
Jl: dynamic viscosity;
V r : radial component of velocity;
V9 : tangential component of velocity; and
'V~:Laplacian oper ator for spherical co-ordinat e system.
Th e Laplacian operator V"2 IS given by (Speigel, 1985):
18 ( , 8) 1 8( . 08);:20;: r a;. + r~sin9 ' {jQ Inn 88 .
(5.3)
(M)
(5.5)
By continuity, the inflow of crush ed ice into a. small region du ring inden-
tat ion mus t equa l the outflow from that region , (J ordaan et al. , 1988):
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(5.6)
Equat ion 5.6 assumes that the dilatat ion associated with the pu lverization
process rem ains con stant, t.e., pu lverization from 109s of shear st iffness is of
greater significance than dilatation. A further simplification in t he analysis
is afforded by lubrication theory, applicable when the layer of crushed ice
is relative ly thin. This assumption is reasonable in Iigbt of the work of, for
example, Kurdyumov and Kheisin (1976) and Timeo and J ordaan (1988).
Of greater importance in the extrusion process, then , is the variation of
tange ntial velocity, VI , as a functi on of T and th e variati on of press ure, p, as
a function of 6. T he Navle r-Stckee Equat ions 5.3 and 5.4 the n be come
(5.7)
~ ~ !:.i.(,,~) .
80 r Br 8r (5.8)
The above simplification renders th e cont inu ity equation (Equat ion 5.6) un-
suitable for tbis analysis, since it has been assumed that ~ ~ O. A more
suita ble equation of continuity Wa:I developed by J ordaa n et aI. (1988) which
specifies that "...t he volume of crus hed ice eject ed per unit time th rough a
circula r boundary at an angle 8 is equal to the volume displaced by the
indenter, also per unit time .... This leads to:
where l(8): crushed ice layer thickness; and
f}~ : inde nter velocity.
Equatio n 5.8 may be solved by integrating with respect to T, dividing by r~ ,
and integrat ing with respect to r once again. Noting that pressure p is a
function of 8 on ly, this yields:
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pll,::: (~~) _ A~8) +8 (6). (5.10)
The distance r from the center of the indenter (origin) to a particula r
point in the crushed ice layer may be expressed M r = R + x , where x is
t he perpendicul ar d istanc e from th<\t point to the surfac e of the inde nter. In
order to w ive constants A and B , a condition of no-slip is applied at the
bounda ry, i.e., v, :::aat both z = 0 and x = t, T he solution for v, becomes:
v,= .!.. (-~) %(/ - %)
211 dO R
(5.11)
which describes a parabolic velocity profile t hrough the crushed layer. As-
suming a constant crus hed ice layer thickness, e, subst itution of Equation
5.11 into the continuity equation (Equation 5.9) yields :
(5.12)
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Recognizing that pressure p = 0 at the edge of the contact zone (0 = 01) ,
integration of Equation 5.12 yields the pressure in the crushed layer as R
function of position 0:
p(0) = 6Vo;R2 (C01jO_ coaB!)•
The total load on the indenter is given by:
(5.13)
Equat ion 5.14, developed by Jorda.a.n et al. (1988), specifies the total
load on an indente r during an extrus ion cycle of the indentation assuming
a viscous crushed ice layer of constant thickness. The authors went on to
illustrate the model for the case 8( = 90° (full penetration) based on the
results of a 40 mm diameter hemispherical indenter test (Nadreau , 1987).
The Pond Inlet (1984) and Ice Island (1989) experiments utilized spheri-
cal indenters with large radii of curvatur e R such that OJ4: 90°. A further
simplificat ion of Equation 5.14 is possible in these cases as detailed in Ap·
pendix C. The total load on the indenter may therefore be expressed as:
(5.15)
The pressure a.t the center of the indenter face (9=0) may be de termin ed
from Equation 5.13 as:
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Po=3voll;'e~. (5.16)
Equations 5.15 and 5.16 will be applied to the viscous cru shed ice extru -
sion analysis for the Pond Inlet (1984) da ta set and, to a lesser exten t, the Ice
Island (1989) test series. Application of the model for the case of constant
crushed ice layer thickness is presented in Chap ter 6. Parabolic varia tions
in crushed layer thickness may be incorpor ated into Equations 5,15 and 5.16
but this adds further complicat ions to the simulation of load and pressure
from exper imen tal data . T wo- dim ensional analys is of var yin g layer thickness
is discussed hereafte r.
5.2 Variable Layer Thickness
Laboratory and field invest igations have demonstrated that the thickness
of the crushed ice layer is not constant and may vary considerably across
the contact zone. For example, me dium-sca le ice indentation experiments
exhibit What spots ". or small zones where the crushed ice layer may be very
thin. This is evident from visual records of the 1984 Pond Inlet test series
and local pressure data from the 1989 Ice Island experimental program. In
the latt er, local pressures across the indenter face fluctuate rapidly and with
considerable amplitude, giving the appearance of one or several moving hot
spots. This variability can be importan t in modelling the ext rusion process.
5.2.1 Incr emental An alys is of Irregular Lay er s
The spherical patch model of Section 5.1 may be extended to incorporate
smooth variations in crushed ice layer thickness, but highly irregular layer
thickness profiles ca.nnot be modelled in this ma nner. Consider an arbitrary,
irregular , two-dimensiona l crushed ice layer that has been discretized into
numerous segments (Figure 5.2) and in which pulverized ice is ejected from
the top and bottom of the contact zone. Extrusion of a single element of
the system is analogous to the two-dimensional extrusion of a viscous fluid
between two fiat parallel plat es.
In general, an element of a viscous fluid in motion is subjected to normal,
tangent ial shear , and body forces. T he equatio ns of motion for viscous fluid
motion, i.e., the Navier-Stokes equat ions, are developed from a force equilib-
dum on this element . The Navier-Stokes equa tions for incompressible flow
of a constant -viscosity fluid with zero body forces were presented in Section
5.1. Ext rusion of a viscous fluid of th ickness h be tween parallel plates . one of
which is advancing at velocity v"' is depicted in Figure 5.3 and is described
by the two-dimensional form of Equat ion 5.2:
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~=J.I.(~+~)
a:r: 8z 2 8y2
The continuit y equation for an lneompreeeible fluid is:
(5.17)
(5.18)
(5.19)
where u and v are the velocities in the x- and y-directions , respectively. At
an arbitrary section, x"' an average pressure papplies and the mass flow into
t he segment is descri bed by an average velocity in the x-direction, il, i.e.:
• = mj,'u(x"y)dy
(5.20)
(5.21)
The velocity in the x-direct ion is assumed zero at the inta ct icc and inden ter
interfaces, while the velocity in the y-direction is assumed to vary from zero
Ice Mass
Figure 5.2: Incremental Analysis orIrregular Crushed Ice Layer.
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Figure 5.3: Two-Dimensional Extrusion Between Flat Parallel Plates .
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at the intact ice inte rface to -1'0 at t he indenter surface. Subj ect to these
boundary conditions , t he solut ion or Equati ons 5.17-5.19 yields ( M.A. Maes,
personal communicat ion):
v(y ) = -V, (~)[3 - 2m ] (523)
"( [(Y') (Y )] [X- X,] [(X- X')' ]}p(z'Y)=P+h' "0 6 hi - 6 h +1 -1211 - h- - 6uo - h-'-
(5.24)
where h is th e thick ness of the crus hed ice layer. The crushed layer illustrated
in Figure 5.2 hu been discret ized into n - I elements (corresponding to n
nodes). Utilh:ing nodal velocities and pressures averaged over the y-direcflon,
Equa tion 5.23, which is a functi on of y only, is not required and Equatio ns
5.22 and 5.24 become:
_ _ l:1zi_ (Az ;)2
Pi+! =Pi - 12W"hfU; - 6IJvo~' (5.26)
For each node i=l ,... n-I, Equatio ns 5,25 and 5.26 app ly, yieldin g a tot al
of 2(n-I] equations for the system. There are 2n unknowns in the system: n
average cross-sectional velocities , iii, and n average cross-sectional pressures,
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Pi. At node numb ers 1 and n, th e pulverized ice empties into free space such
tha t PI and p" are zero, leaving a tota l of 2(noll variables in th e system. The
simultaneous Equations 5.25 and 5.26 arc then readily solved nume rically.
T he accuracy of this app roximation will increase as t he number of nodes and
const ituent elements increases . If the number of elements is large , t he Average
nodal pressure Piprovides a reasonable approxima tion of the press ure profile
ac ross t he contac t lengt h. Incremental analy sis as ap plied to the results of
the lee Island (1989) data set is discussed in Chap ter 6.
5.3 Three-Dimensional Extrusion
T he sph erical patch viscous model of Sect ion 5.1 assumes t hat crushed ice
is extruded thro ugh a channe l bounded by the indenter and intac t ice over
th e entire indenta t ion area. Th is approach has been refined by M.A. Maee
(Queen 's University) such that hot spots can be rep resented by elliptic al
patches of varying size an d shape and with a variety of crushed ice layer
th ickness profiles (see Jcr daan et al., 1990). Assuming that layer thickness
vari es quadr atically from the cente r of the hot spot , the zone is th en repre-
sented by a three-dimens ional ellipt ic parabolo id. Theoretic al development
of tbis elegant model is compl ex a nd is not presented here, but follows closely
th e arguments present ed in Sectio n 5.1.
For sim plicity, the case of incompressibility (consta nt density) and New-
tonian viscous behaviour (constan t viscosity) will be adopte d , with pressu res
outsi de th e hot spot assum ed zero. In pola r coordinat es, t he solut ion cb-
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t..ined for the pressure dilt ribut ion a.t th e hot spot u d t he total force is a.s
follows (Jo rdaa n et &.I., 1990):
where p: pressure at point (r.B));
F: total force associate d with hot spot;
R: r 2(I_e
'
COl' (8H;
p.: dynami c viscosity (Pa . s);
v..: indenter velocity;
b: one-half ellipseminor ax is length (2b) ;
e: ellipse eccentricity = (1 _ ~)t ;
a: one-half ellipse maj or ax is length (2a);
K: velocity profile const an t (= 12 for n~slip);
h..: layer t hickness at center of ellipse; an d
..,: crushed ice layer profile parameter.
Cru shed ice leyer profile param eter . 't, epeeifiee the shape of the crushed ice
thickness profile, e.g., ..,=0corresponds to a constant layer thick ness , while
..,=1specifies a layer th ickness at the edge of th e COntact zone twice that of
the center.
Elliptical hot spots may vary not only in size and shape but also spatia lly
and tempor ally. All these variations are important to the inte raction as II.
whole and the resultant pressure distr ibution and load values. For design pur-
poses, spati al and temporal vaelattona should be incorporated in the model
from a statistical standpoint, one that describes the size, shape, thickneee,
and position of hot spots and the frequency at which they form. Specification
of such paramet ers will clearly require considerable research effort.
Chapter 6
Simulation Results and
Discussion
Results of the crushed ice layer simulation models detailed in the previous
chapter are presented hereafter. Due to the large volume or data available,
it was impractical to apply each model to every extrusion curve (upwards
of 450 ext rusion cycles for both load and pressure). The intention was the
assessmen t of the viscous models u applied to medium-scale ice inde ntation.
The spherical patch model was investigated in greate r detail and trom the
results of numerous simulations, a body of results on layer thickness, viscosity,
and contact area was developed for a 1.0 m 2 inden tation test . Due t o the large
number and wide variation of variables involved in the models, simulation
of the load and pressure traces required considerable effort. Unfortunately,
experimental observations of such critica l parameter s as crushed ice layer
thickness, actua l contact area, and crushed ice viscosity were not available.
Obtaining meaningful simulations therefore involved specification of these
parameters based on past research and informed assumptions .
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6.1 Spherical Patch Loading
Result s from the 0.5 m", 1.0 m2 and 3.0 m2 Pond Inlet indentatio n test s are
used exclu sively in t he following esseasme nt of the patch load model. High
indenter velocitie s were not achieved in t he five sph erical indentation t - ete
perform ed in the 1989 Ice Islan d series and the dynamics, where evident .
were short-lived.
For spherical indenters with large radius of curvature, t he theoretical tot al
load on th e indenter and the cente r pressure was found to be (Eq uat ions 5.15
and 5.16):
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F = ~ 1l:1J,,1J. R4O:
2 I' (6.1)
(6.2)
Indenter velocity (tiD)' radius or curvat ure (R), and indentat ion angle (81)
were known quanti t ies at any stage of a part icular test, although inden tat ion
angle ()t may hi! affected by epalliag, quantifying layer thickness ( t ) and
crushed ice viscosity (p ) was not as straightforward.
6 .1 .1 Layer Thickness E st im at es
InCormation on the thickness profile of the crushed ice layer is available only
at the end of the indenta tion: detail s of the th ickness variations of the layer
during the earlier stages of the test must be inferred. This is particularly
t rue of the Pond In let expe riments , where t he cru shed ice profile observed at
t he end of th e test co rresponds to tha t stage where t he indenter velocity was
near zero. Attem pt s tc disce rn crushed Ia.er developmen t with ultra..sound
were not successful , Since t he load an d pressure predicted by Equations 5.15
an d .'U 6 are very sen sit ive to layer thickness (13), good est imates of ( are
importa nt to the overall simulation.
Fer exam ple, a po rtion of the Iced-displacement curve fOI Pond Inlet test
T2T6 is illustrated in Figure 6.1. Extr usion of crushed ice take s place over
a distance of approx imately 3 1I'I"tl, i.e, the crushed ice layer is reduced from
an init ial thi ckness (I. ) '!l ID to (t.,-3) mm. New zones pulverize before the
layer thickness is red uced to zero <load is tr ansmit", ! throug h the crushed
ice product s). Extru. ion therefore t akes place o·.er some fract ion of th e total
cru shed ice layer thiclc.ne!ll. i.e., layer t hickness i, lIOmewhat grea.ter than the
extrusion distance.
Crushed layer t hi clc.ness data obtai ned from di~tited photographs of the
indent.a.tior. zone were previously presented in Table 4.1 of Section 4.1. Mean
values of layer thicknest for th e 0.5 m 2, 1.0 n.l aod 3.0 m2 tests were 25 rom,
41 rom and 65 mm, respect ively. Aga.in, t hese da.ta represent final values
of layer th ickness when inde nter velocity W M near zero. Fine-tuning of l
between th e observed extrusion distance and final observed layer thickness
was reasonable given the oth erwise limited knowledge of crushed ice layer
t hickness.
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SINGLE EXTRUS ION CYCLE: T2T6 (1.0 m' )
PONDINLET(1984) TESTSERIES
1:51 5i
Displacement (mm)
0.' l-~~-,_~_--'- ..J,- .L.-_~-'
..
Figu re 6.1 : Sect ion of Load -Displace ment Tr ace: Pond Inlet T2T 6 (1.0 m2 ) ,
6.1.2 Crushed I c e Viscosity
Results of several recen t s tud ies on the flow of crus hed ice are pro prietary
and addit ional resea rch is needed to quant ify the viscos ity of crushed ice
during extrus ion. P revious investigators have specified crushed ice viscosities
of 10 • 100 kPa.·s (Kurdyumov and Kheisin, 1976), 100 kPa '8 (Jor daa n and
Timco, 1988), and 450 kPa·, (Jorclaan et al., 1988). Th ese results applied to
exp er iments that may be considered small-sca le as co mpared to the inde nter
tes ts described her e. It !T,ay be inappropri ate to ado pt lL single value of
viscosity for all stages of all tests. Ind enter velocity will affect viscos ity of
th e crushed layer , but it is difficult to extract this rate effect from othe r
effec ts such as inereesj ng confinement .
Figu re 6.2 illu strates the effect of cru shed ice layer thi clcness, l , an d viscos-
ity, P . o n the load predicted by the sphe rical patch model (all othe r variables
in Equat ion ~.Hi were he ld cons tant as shown ). For a p,ven load level, sev-
eral comb inations of la.yer t hickness an d viSCOlli ty sa tisfy the sim ulati on. For
example. at 2 tl-tN load an (t, ~) combinat ion of (12 mm, 25 kP a" ) or (20
rom, 100 kPa ·s) 6&l isfles Equl#oUon 5.15. It is difficult to state with certainty
tha t one part icul ar laye r thi cknes s/viscosi ty ccmbicatlcn is "correct" . given
the wide ra nge of poss ibl e com binations . Sim ulation t herefore involved fit-
t ing t he mode l t o ex pe r imental da ta based on reas onable values of l and p.
T his process wu rlu t her complica ted by var iati on s in co n tac t area during
inden ta t ion.
6 .1.3 Contact Area R eduction
Reduction facton for conuet area were developed from digitized ice impact
zone pho tograph . ADdl u uest that contact area duri ng spherical inden tat ion
w;u less than t he theoretical valu e. Init ial simulation run, using tb e theo-
ret ical contact area also resulted in ove r-est imation of to t al 100d for reali st ic
values of viscos ity ADd la yer thickness. V&tiat ion. in <:ont ac t area became an
addit ional vari able in t he simula tion routines and was initiall y hued on the
result s of th e sp alling an alysi.s pr ese nted in Sec t ion 4.3. The edges of the
contact area may also represent zones of very low or near -zero pressures .
Simu la t ions were ru n ut ilizin g th e contact a rea red uc tio n fact ors pr e-
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Figure 6.2: Sensitivity of Load V5. Crushed Ice Layer Thick ness to Crushed
Ice Viscosity.
sented in Ta ble 4.2 ofSect ion 4.3. Simulat ion of both load and center pressure
was impossible for t hese conta ct areas due to the sensitivi ty of the model s to
conta ct area (rep resented by the 8, term in Equat ions 5.15 and 5.16). The
effect is illu strated graphically in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. Since contact area is
manifested through O~ in the load simulation and through 0l in the center
pr essure simulati on, changes in contact area will affect the simulations to
varying deg rees. Using contac t areas specified in th e spalling ana lysis results
in theoret ical load levels near zero for corresponding pressure levels. It be-
came evident that t he area reduct ion factors tak en fro m t he spal ling analysis
were too low.
6.1.4 Simula t ion R esults
Simulation of both load lm..d center pressure simultaneously therefore required
optimization of:
l. crushed layer thickness, t,
2. crushed ice viscosity, IJ. and
3. contact area (through indenta t ion angle 91) ,
all of which were essentially unknown and for which several combinations of
t , 1Jand 9, may sat isfy the model. Sensitivity curves such as tho se presented
in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 were used to establish values of t, 1Jand 0, within the
limits specified by this and previous research. Furthe r expe rimental work
aimed at evaluating these parameters would be a tremendous advantage in
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Figure 6.4: Sensitivity of Loadand Pressure V9. Crushed Ice Layer Thickness
to Area Reduction Factor.
.usessing the mood .
Examples of simulation resu lts for A single ext rusio n cycle o f the 0.5 m1
and 1.0 m2 Pond Inlet indenta tion experiments are presented in Figures 6.5
and 6.6. In general, load and center pressure predictions from the model
compare very well wit h the experiment al da ta. In order to inves tigat e the
range of viscosity (~ ) , layer thickness (l) and contact area (8) for different
stages of indentation, a series of simulations were performed for Pond Inlet
l. 0 m2 test T2T6. Of all t he tests conducted at Pond Inlet and on the Ice
Island. Pond Inlet Test T2T6 exhibited a very regular sawtooth response
in both load iW1 center pressure (Figure 6.7). This implied that crushing
ACtivity wu taking place primaril y in the center of t he impact zone near the
central pressure cell. Th ese results provided an ideal opportunity to assess
the spherical pa.tch model.
Eachextru sion cycle or the sa.wtootb curve Ircm T2T6 was isolated and
the spherical patch simulation run to determine the combinati on of p , I
and 81 that yielded the optimum fit to the experimental data. A chi-square
goodness-of-fit criterion was used to identify the opt imum fit for both load
and center pressure .imultaDcous ly. Determina.tion of the best fit for each
ext rusion cycle required consider able computer t ime as three var iables were
systematically varied over wide ranges.
Results or the analysis are presented in Table 6.1. Layer th ickness, I
(Column 5), refers to the layer th ickness at t he start of the ext rus ion cycle.
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Figure 6.5: Simulat ion Results (O.S m2) : Pond Inlet Test Number T2T l.
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Layer thickness at the end of the extrusion cycle is equal to t minus the
extrusion distance given in Column 2. Table 6.1 has also been divided into
five sect ions corresponding to the velocity windows specified in t he dynami c
analysis of Section 4.4.
6 .1.5 D iscussion
The spherical patch model simulat ions presented in Figures 6.5 and 6.6
demon strate that trea tment of crushed ice as a viscous materia l is an en-
couraging technique . Indeed, the simulations of load and center pressure are
exceptionally good in most cases, particularly for Pond Inlet les t 1'21'6 (1 .0
m~) . Even so, it is important to note that three parameters in the model were
varied indepe ndently to optimize the fit between experimental data and the
simulation results. The simulat ion ~ t herefore do not represent an irrefutable
validation of the viscous model , rather a calibration of the model to the
experimental data set.
Some general observations can also be made of the simulation data set
[or T2T6 presented in Table 6.1. Crushed ice viscosity is general ly less than
10 kP a·s with a mean of ,ii:=4.SkPa·s. These figures compare well with the
low end of the viscosity range reported by Kurd yumov and Kheisin (1976).
Crushed ice layer thicknesses are very reasonable (l= 15 mm) but are con-
sistent ly leas than that determined from the crushed layer profile! described
in Section 4.1. This ill not surprising given that the profiles represent the
situation that exists at the end of the test , when the indente r was slowing
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Average Indenter Average Indenter Simulation Results for Best Fit
Diaplaeement Ex trusion Velocity Viscosity Thic ness Area.
Over Inter val Distance Over Interval
"
t Reduction
(mm) (mm) (mm/s) (kPa·s) (mm) Fac tor
19.0 1.0 98.9 2 s 0.86
21.5 2.1 98.6 2 12 0.91
24.5 2.5 98.2 2 12 0.89
27.5 2.2 97 .7 4 14 0.87
30.0 1.7 97 .2 8 14 0.78
32.0 1.7 96.8 9 12 0.72
34.5 1.' 96.3 12 15 0.75
37.5 2.1 95.6 7 16 0.82
40.5 2.8 94.8 3 14 0.83
44.0 3.1 93.9 2 16 0.93
47.5 2.5 92 .8 6 25 0.98
5l.0 2.9 91.7 1 16 0.95
54.5 2.6 90.4 1 15 0.92
58.0 2.8 89.1 1 15 0.92
61.5 2.6 87.7 5 24 0.91
65.0 2.9 86.2 1 16 O.9~
68.5 2.6 84.5 1 16 0.92
71.5 1.6 83.0 1 16 0.91
74.0 2.2 81.7 1 13 0.81
77.0 2.8 19,8 1 12 0.79
80.5 2.8 77.8 2 13 0.75
83.5 2.7 75.7 5 16 0.73
87.0 3.4 73.3 9 18 0.71
91.0 3.3 70.2 8 18 0.73
95.5 4.9 GU.7 11 I' 0.73
99.5 3.0 63.1 5 17 0.77
103.0 3.1 59.5 3 15 0.77
106.5 3.1 55.7 1 13 0.84
110.0 3.5 50 .9
113.5 2.1 46. 1 1 12 0.84
116.5 2.6 41. 2 15 5 0.50
Mm 0.0&45 15 0.8 2
Range 0.014 20 0.48
Standard Deviation 0.004 4 0.10
Table6.1: Pond Inlet T2T6: Extrusion Simulation Results.
down.
The average reduction in contact area predict ed by the simulati ons is on
the order of 80% as compared to 65% determined from the spalling analysis of
the 1.0 m" , Crus hed ice falling away from the impact wne when t he indente r
is withdrawn would account for the lower est imate of contact area. In this
light , the figure of 80% is more accepta ble.
Consider the variation in contact area with respect to indenter velocity for
the extr usions detailed in Table 6.1 above. Theoret ical cont act area during
the test is specified by test geometry and other known variables . e.g. , indente r
displacement profile. A reduced conta ct area for the test ma y be compu ted by
applying the area reduction factor (Column 6 of Table 6.1) to the theoretical
contact area. Figure 6.8 illust rates the variation in contact area with indenter
velocity for the theoretical case and for the results of th e spherical patch
model. Data points sbown are average values of contact area and velocity
over the small extrusion inter vals. Contact areas predicted by the spherical
patch model follow the theoretical limit as indenter penet ration increases.
In the early stages of the test, computed contact area is essentially equal
to the theoretical value. At approximately 80 mm/ s, contact area decreases
and a greater discrepancy between theoretical and computed area exists.
The model continues to follow the general tre nd of increasing contact area,
however, and this is encouraging for the model as a whole.
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Figure6.8: Contact Area V5. Indenter Velocity for the SphericalPatch Sim-
ulation or Pond Inlet Test NumberT2T6 (1.0 m') .
6.2 Va r ia b le Layer Thickness
Some general examples of a two-dimens ional incremental analys is are illus-
trate d in Figure 6.9 for a variety of crushed ice layer profiles and a standar d
contact length of 1 meter. Indenter velocity was fixed at Uo ::::: 0.1 m/s and
the viscosity of crushed ice held constant at}J = 50 kPa·s . A constant layer
thickness results in the classical pressure distribut ion shown in Figure 6.9a,
and is also applicable to the spherical patch model results deta iled in the
previous sect ion. A gradually varying layer t hickness profile, thin near the
center of the contact lengt h.and thicker near t he free surface, exhibits a dis -
tinct peak in pressure in the thin zone, i.e., representing a "hot spot" (Figure
6.9b). The highly irregular layer example of Figure 6.9c similarly exhibits a
pressure peak fur a hot spot that has developed.near the edge of the contact
length . Pressures in these hot spots are considerably higher than the average
pressure for the entire contact width, consistent with the observations on the
Ice Island and at Pond Inlet.
For illustrative purposes, incremental analysis has been applied to the
result.s of one of th e 0.375 m2 flat rectangula.r indenter tests from the 1989 Ice
Island test series. Test NRC08 achieved a penetrati on of 31 mm at a velocity
of appro ximately 80 mm/s . Pressure data which suggested the presence
of a hot spot near the center of the indenter were selected for comparison
to the simulat ion routine. Pressure cells numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4, situated
horizontally along the centerline of the indenter, were used in the simulation
(layout of the pressure cells was previously illustrated in Figure 3.7). To
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TWO·DIMENSIONAL EXTRUSION SIMULATION
INCREMENTAL ANALYSIS EXAMPLES
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Figure 6.9: (a) Two-Dimensional Incremental Analysir. Examples.
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TWO·DIMENSIONAL EXTRUSION SIMULATION
INCREMENTALANALYSIS EXAMPLES
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Figure 6.9: (b) Two-Dimensional Incremental Analysis Examples (ccnn n-
ued].
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Figure 6.9: (c) T wo-Dimensional Incremental Analysis Examples (contin-
ued).
investigate the effect on crushed ice layer thickness profiles, contact. Mea
and crushed ice viscosity were held constant and various thickness profiles
used for comparison. A typical example only is shown here and employs
a smooth profile: highly irregular profiles require discretization into many
elements, which then requires considerable computer time to solve the set of
simultaneous equat ions.
Data corresponding to a penetration of 25 mm (L= 3.8 s) were selected
to ensure that the outer pressure cells registered a response. At this pen-
etr ation, the contact width (based OD the geometry of the shaped ice face)
was approximately 450 mm . Simulation results are illustrated in Figure 6.10
for a viscosity of p = tOO kPa'9 and a fifth-order polynomial crushed layer
thickness profile.
6 .2 .1 Discussion
The two-dimensional extru sion model is of greatest interest for highly irreg-
ular crushed ice layer thickness profiles. Unfortunatel y, deta iled information
on the actual variation of layer th ickness during an indentation test is not
available. It may be possible to estimate a profile by makingeducated guesses
of layer thickness at pressure cell locations. Layer thickness contours could
the n be drawn through the cells based on the local pressure measurements.
Thi s would be extremely t ime-consuming and a considerable amount of fine-
tunin g of the thickness profile would be necessary. Further research would
be required in order to exte nd the incremental analysis technique to a more
useful form, e.g., three-dimen sional irregular layers.
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL EXTRUSION SIMULATION
ICE ISLAND 1989 TEST NRC08
Velocity = 80 mm/s
Penetration =25 mm
Viscosity = 0.10 MPa's
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Figure 6.10: Incremental Analysis Simulation Results (or Ice Island Test
NRC08.
6 .3 3-D Extrusion
Some examp les of t he type of pressur e distributions predicte d by the th ree-
dimensional extrusion model are presented in Figure 6.11 for the cases of
(a) constant layer thickness b =O) and (b) edge thickness fcur times the
centr al thickness (;<=3). Note how the distribution becomes more peaked
as the layer thickness at the edge of the hot spot increases. Peak pressure
decrease s. however, as "I increases.
An example of the ellipt ical 3·0 ext rusion model is presented using data
from the Pond Inlet experim ents. Th e first of the Pond Inlet 3.0 m2 inden-
tation tests (T IT5) included five pressur e cells situated in an array as shown
in Figure 3.3. The t races from each of these pressure cells are depict ed in
Figure 6.12. Note the strong peaks from the central pressu re cell dur ing the
initial stages of the test when the contact area is relatively small. It is irn-
possible to determ ine exactly the actual extent, shape and posit ion of hot
spots dudng the course o{ t his inden tation te st. Model simulatio ns are still
poss ible, however.
As an examp le, consider t he pressure regime t ha':.occurs at time l= 1.76
secon ds of Pond Inlet tellt TITS . Pressure values for each of the five cells are
as follows:
Cell Number Pressure (MPa)
PI 10
P2 4
pa 2
P4 0
P5 1
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Figure 6.11: Typical Pressure Distributions for 3·D Extrusion Simulation.
The corresponding load at t ime 1=1.76 seconds is F=4200 kN and occurs
near the midpoint ofthe rising part of the force-time curve (see Figure 6.13).
Let the hot spot be represented by a circle of radius 600 mm centered at
pressure cell PI (note that a circle is the limiting case of an ellipse with ec-
centricity e=O). The radius of 600 mm wasspecifiedby the distance from the
center pressure cell to the outermost cell (where the pressure was assumed
zero, i.e.• the edge of the contact zone). Results of the simulation are illus-
t rated in Figure 6.14 for the input parameters noted on the figure. Layer
profile paramete r "[ = 1 corresponds to a la.yer thickness at the extremity of
the hot spot of twice the centra l thickness (h,,) with a quadratic variation
in between. Pressures from th e simulation fit very well with experimental
values, part icularly the central and outermost cells. Pressure P2 is over-
estim ated. Load also corresponds very well, with the model predict ing 4200
kN, the same as the experimental value.
Contact area is very import ant to the model and greatly affects the tota l
load predicted in the simulat ion. The hot spot dimension (r=0.6 m) utilized
above corresponds to a contact area of approximately 1.15 m', whereas the
theoretical contact area for t= 1.76 seconds is 2.3 m' . This would suggest
that the simulation does not fairly represent actual contact areas developed
in the indentation. However I recall that spatHng may play a significant role
in the interactions, along with areas of low pressure near the edge of the
contact zone. From the digitized impact zones, an area reduction factor of
51% was determined. When applied to the theoretical coetec t area of 2.30
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Figure 6.12: Pressure Traces, Pond Inlet 3.0 m2 Test Number T iTS for
Pressure Cells PI Through P5.
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Figure 6.13: Relevant Load-Time Trace , Pond Inle t Test Number TIT5 (3.n
m~) ,
m 2, the prorated contact area (1.17 m2) and that specified by the simulation
(1..15 m 2) are in excellent agreement.
6.3 .1 Discussion
Unlike t he spherical patch model, th e 3-D bot spot simu lation incor porates
different contact zone shapes as well as areas. T he limi ting cases of the model
are essentially the spherical patch model (ellipse e<:centridty e=O) and the
two-dimensional incremental analysis (e=:l ). The examp le presented above
demonstrated the 3-D model for t he case e=O, but this can be extended to
hot spots of var ious elliptica l shapes . As is the case with t he two-dimensional
extrusion mode l, specification of hot spot formation times, shapes, sizes and
locat ions is a difficult task. Additional testing programs an d sta tisticaJ tech-
xrestT1T5 (3.0m') : Po- l' MPa, F - 4.3MN
Simulation Results: Palm: 11MPa, F =4.2 MN
Resulting pressure
distribution (bulb)
Time: t = 1.77s
Viscosity: I' = 0.1 MPa's
laye, ShapeFactor: 1 = 1
Hot SpotRadius: , = 0.6 m
Center Layer Thickness: ho=45 mm
12'
Figure 6.14: 3-D Viscous Extrusion Simulation Results {or Pond Inlet Test
Number TIT5 (3.0 m2 ) .
niques would be required to incorporate all these parameters into the model.
The simulation examples of Figures 6.11 and 6.14 show the pressure dis-
tribution , or pressure "bulb", tending to zero at the edge of the hot spot.
This may not be the case; rather, the edge of the hot spot may be typi-
fied by a transitiona l zone existing b• .ween the high-pressure hot spot and a
low-pressure plateau (not necessarily zero pressure). The onset of this t ren-
sitional zone may mark the point at which the viscous treatment of crushed
ice becomes invalid. Crushed ice under low pressure outside this zone may
behave as a granular mate rial.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and
Recommendations
Results of the medium -scale ice indentation experiments at Pond Inlet (1984)
and on Hobsoo's Choice Ice Island (1989) repr esent one of the largest and
most comp rehensive data set l available on ice-induced vibr ation . The experi -
ments were designed to investig ate ice-structure interactions under controll ed
conditions a nd on a scale larger tban standard ice-tank tests. Highly regu lar
dynamic act ivity was observed as a very important feat ure of both expe ri-
mental programs, with vibrat ion frequencies of the orde r or 30 Hz common .
Alte rnate pulverization of ice and extrusion of the crushed ice products was
recognized as the pri mary mechanism for th e observed dynam ics. For this
investigation , att ent io n was focused o n t he role that crushed ice plays in the
developmen t of tbe ch u&cteeistic sawtoo th response.
Indentati on of ice it an ext remely complex proceee. The interact ion of
ire and structure results in the deetructicn of the parent material (intact ice)
and the produ ct ion of a new continuu m (crushed ice ). The contact zone is
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shielded by both the indenter and ext ruding crushed ice such that observa-
tions of contact area, crushed ice zone position and layer thickness are not
possible. Information on these parameters isonly available~ a test . In the
1989 Ice Island field program. detection of the crushed/ intact ice interface in
real t ime was unsuccessfully att empted with ultrasound techn iques. Further
research is needed to develop practical methods to monitor the formation
and variat ion of crushed ice zones during indenta tion. Three-dimensional
acoustic emission techniques may prove useful in this regard.
Pulverized ice products possess physical propert ies quite unlike those of
the parent material. How crushed ice behaves during indentation is very
important in the simulation of load and pressure. Discrete crushed ice par-
ticles have been suggested to behave as a granular (geotechnical ) material,
but under high indenta tion pressures, pulverized ice has been observed as a
pasty, powder" substance. This led to the analogy of crushed ice lUI a viscous
fluid which is squeezed out from between the indenter and :ntact ice under
high pressure. Three models that treat crushed ice all a linear viscous fluid
were presented for analysis of the Pond Inlet and Ice Island data set: (1)
spherical patch loading with constant crushed ice layer thick ness, (2) two-
dimerisional incremental analysis of irregular crushed ice layer profiles, and
(3) three-dimensional extr usion over an elliptical contact zone. All models
performed well, although the data set was better suited to the spherical patch
model and simulations of load and center pressure.
12i
Gener al concl usions based on t he ind entation analys is and simu lations
detailed in this work may he briefly summarized as follows:
1. Memorial University of Newfoundland's medium-scale ice indentation
apparatus is a reliab le and versatile research system.
2. Alternate pulverizat ion and extrusion of crushed ice is recognized as
the primary mechan ism for th e observed dynamics.
3. During indentation , high local pressures may occur in thin zones of
cr ushed ice (hot spots) within a larger matrix unde r low or ncar zero
pressure.
4. Simu lation of crushed ice as an extru di ng viscous fluid is an er.co uraging
analys is tech nique.
5. Based on the results of a series of simulations for a 1.0 m2 spherical
ind entation test , the average viscosity of crushe d ice was approximately
5 kPa·s .
Additio nal inform ation on the spatial a nd tempo ral variations of crushed
ice during inden tation is requ ired for more deta iled modelling of the indenta-
tion process. Statistical te chniques would be useful in t hat regard . Another
important aspect is specification of the pea k load or pressure for th e extr u-
sion cycle, i.e., at what load or pressure does a ne w zone of ice pu lverize?
T his will depend on a varie ty of factors including th e local p ressure regime,
area effect s, the Raw distr ibutio n in the ice, and t he degree of confineme nt .
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Appendix A
P ond Inlet (1984) Data Summary
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Pond Inlet Pressure C ell Data
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Peak and Mean Pressures (M Pa)
Size Test CellI Cell 2 Cell 3 Cell 4 CeU5
(m2 ) 1.0. Peak Mean Peak Mean Peak Mean Peak Mean Peak Mean
0.02 TITl 35 13
T2T4 44 6
T3TS 50 26
T4T6 48 13
0.10 TlT2 37 17
T IT 3 ss 27
T2T3 55 30
T4T4 56 25
1.0 Tl74 31 6
TIT5 42 9
T4Tl 25 4
T2T 6 48 15
0.5 T2TI 58 19 37 17 0 0 10 6
T2T2 54 11 5 1 0 0 0 0
T3T3 ss 10 40 10 0 0 8 1
T3T4
3.0 TIT S 60 10 12 5 9 4 3 2 10 2
T3T2 18 5 9 1 3 1 49 20
T4T2 11 3 7 1 0 0 0 0
T4T3 51 10 12 4 0 0 4 1
Table A.I: Pond Inlet Pressure Cell Data.
Appendix B
Ic e Island (1989) Data Summary
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Appendix C
Approximation for Small II,
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Developed in Sect ion 5.1, t he to ta l load on a spherical indente r was given
hy
For the case of an indente r with large radius of curvature, R, and corre-
spondingly small indentation angle, 0" furt her simplificatio n of Equa tion
C.I is possible using the power series expansion for COSOI . l.e.,
x2 x 4
COU = 1 - 2T+ 4f - .. , - co< :t < co. (C.2)
Similarly,
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( X' x')'COS3 .T ::l 1 - 2! + 4T .
Le tt ing y = _ x2/( 2!) + ,2'4/(4!), then
For smal l x, the y3 term will be negligible. leaving
( X' x') (x' x' )'cos3x = 1+ 3 - - + - +3 - - + -2! 4' . 2! 41
(C.,)
(C., )
(C.5)
(C.6)
(C.7)
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The second and t hird t erm s of the bracketed expression above are negligible
as well,leaving
IC.S)
Th e te rm (2 - 3cosO,+cos3 Dt ) from Equa tion C. I maybe computed by sum-
ming t he terms from the series expansion as follows:
·30: / 24
+30· /24 + 384 4
a 30d4
+39~/2
_382 2
o
2 2
3cosO, -3
cos
3iJ j f-cir--"".i!"'----"'''''I!-''''-~'iH,'-
Total toad on t he indenter for the case of lar ge R a nd smal l 9, may there fore
be expr essed as:
(C .9)
(C. IO)




